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TAROT CARD PAINTINGS
Grief and the Roles of Women

ABSTRACT

This document examines a series of paintings produced after the death of my sister
Denise. The paintings began with an overt subject, titled 'Roles of W o m e n ' , but
eventually, through interpretation, revealed themselves to be imagery through which I
had expressed m y grief. I came to see these paintings as the tarot card pictures of a
posthumous reading which enabled m e to communicate m y feelings about Denise.
The organisation of this document reflects the different stages of grief expressed
through m y paintings. Its format reflects a personal story of m y memory of Denise, our
sibling relationship, m y view of her journey towards death, and lastly m y attempt to
come to terms with the ultimate finality of losing her. The document also speaks about
the roles of w o m e n which I researched on a broad historical scale and allowed m e to
express m y memories and feelings. The personal and historical themes often parallel
each other in meaning but are kept distinct from each other in this written document to
allow the major work of the paintings as tarot cards to visually resolve their connection.

The process of making these images is described along with the constant sub-consciou
dialogue that accompanied m e through the grieving process. The collage materials
physically utilised in m y paintings were scavenged from debris. These materials
represented to m e discarded times and as such held memories of the past that paralleled
m y sub-conscious wish to bring to a conscious expression m y memories of Denise.

Roles of w o m e n became a vehicle for m y journey through a past history, where I
searched out objects and constructed images as part of a process of expression that met
m y sub-conscious need to uncover and express a personal analysis of m y grieving
process.

FOR M Y SISTER
DENISE HICKEY
November 1, 1939 - January 6, 1986
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

This submission was written as a documentation of two exhibitions of my paintings
shown at the Long Gallery at Wollongong University in Creative Arts Department
during December 1987 and December 1988. A s the exhibited paintings were m y
original research towards this submission, only those which serve as a visual reference
to the text within this document have been photographically included.

Influences which inform my paintings of the subject Roles of Women were drawn fro
a range of discourses encompassing social structures, history, sex-roles, psychology,
feminism and art-based feminist theories. A s an overt subject, Roles of W o m e n
provided a structural metaphor for a more covert psychological expression based upon
the grief I suffered after the death of m y eldest sister Denise.

The pain of losing Denise, just prior to the commencement of these paintings, was
intense for m e consciously to embark on a series of works that openly examined and
expressed the m a n y recollections and feelings that were obsessing me. I chose instead
to embark on what I perceived at the time to be a neutral subject for the content of m y
paintings. Despite the fact that the chosen subject, Roles of W o m e n reflected concerns
that had personally interested Denise, it did not occur to m e , until later, that perhaps m y
selection was determined by the invasive nature of the subconscious.
The visual appearance of these paintings is at times dark, depressing and very
overworked. I wonder, in retrospect, if I should have been painting within the confines
of a subject at that particular time. Frustration both with the subject and its execution is
to m e very evident. Feelings of bondage and domination mirror each other in parallels
that hint at h o w the apparent subject approaches m y inner need to express the
unresolved anxieties I was experiencing. Sticks cage the surface of the paintings; ropes
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try to contain images; bindings attempt to bandage metaphoric wounds; dolls act to
locate identities, and trinkets attempt to camouflage or distract in the same w a y as
cosmetics, jewellery, shopping or toys overtly ameliorate or hide conflicts within the
female roles I chose to present as imagery .

Through the writing of this document I look back on the making of these painted wo
titled Roles of W o m e n and see them as metaphors for the subterranean release of the
personal mental clutter that one sometimes refers to as 'psychological baggage'. This
document was m y first step towards focusing outside myself to examine the content
hidden within the subject I had chosen to sub-merge myself within. Realising that I had
probably initiated m y o w n personal analysis I began examining the nature of the imagemaking process in relation to the mental complexities that one attributes to creativity.

This documentation is primarily written as a support to, and as an aid in, unders
the connection between m y overt subject Roles of W o m e n and that of the covert
psychological content which expresses m y experience during the grieving process.
These painted images are best approached in a way akin to tarot cards as metaphors that
suggest events and feelings. The written denouement of m y tarot card images reveal
that Roles of W o m e n was a psychological buffer that deflected the pain of direct
confrontation from conscious expression.
Three stages mark this transition in my grieving process.

The first stage I located my memories of the personal "herstory" of Denise while t
the history of the Roles of W o m e n

The second stage I identified the frustrations

surrounding m y relationship with Denise while representing stereotyped personas of
women's cosmetic identities. The third stage I expressed m y latent anger anonymously
through an identifiable subject which connected issues concerning the Roles of W o m e n
to those which paralleled m y feelings of loss. These stages I have titled and divided into
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sections that denote the 27 paintings under the heading Locating: the 5 fetish dolls
under the heading Identifying: and the 3 bed-heads under the heading Expressing.
Included within this document is a selected photographic record of 35 of the 60
exhibited paintings which best represent the resolution of m y grieving process. Each
work has been painted in oil medium and most include the use of mixed materials and
object paraphernalia consciously chosen according to the dictates of the subject's
cultural content.
The paintings include the use of collage elements attached to the surface of the
canvas.
The fetish dolls are painted constructs built upon dolls.
The bed-heads consist of constructs built and painted upon bed head-boards.
Each painted piece evidences a special exploration into both the surface subject and
hidden content of the work. Preceding each section of the various groupings of painted
works is an introductory essay which introduces pertinent concepts that relate to either
the influences, the process, or stories behind m y image-making. The apparent subject
of these works presents the history of women's roles as one of subordination to a
dominant male culture. Inspired by the writings of various feminist authors I related a
story that best suited what I subconsciously wished to express as tarot imagery.

This body of work does not pretend to be representative of a particular strategy, th
w a y of working, or aesthetic related to feminist concerns. Rather the concepts used in
creating m y images were superficially informed by the knowledge of those concerns. I
relied on the writing of artists and art theorists, w h o wrote about feminist issues and
related art practices, as m y guiding sources. In the process I was introduced to feminist
perspectives and reappraisals of artwork which helped stimulate a more feminist,
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informed, and experimental body of work than I had previously attempted.

As an interesting parallel, my use and selection of mixed materials which relied he
on feminine paraphernalia related strongly to the traditional "female crafts" which were
sometimes used by female artists to enhance the feminist concerns in their work. The
diversity of these materials, along with some of the concepts behind their inclusion,
provided m e with further justification for m y experimentation and application of
materials.
Previous to this body of work I had mainly identified with collage in artworks
produced by Jasper Johns. With the growing awareness of collage elements in feminist
work, I began to identify the adding of material with the notion of subject. Although
subject and material previously had been combined in direct reference to each other in
the work of Joseph Cornell, the combination of feminist concerns with objects or
materials traditionally associated with female craft, feminine paraphernalia, or objects in
direct association with female work, opened for m e a far more dynamic combination
which led to the more physical expression in the multi-layered stages of metaphor in m y
work.
The work of both Mary Kelly and Judy Chicago were particularly influential in my
choice to use alternative materials in m y paintings. I sensed such artists were seeking to
present artwork from a female perspective by addressing not only traditional concepts
regarding the expression of female content, but also addressing the perpetuation of a
particular aesthetic dominantly influenced by a prevailing male oriented history of
public art practice.

One author, Gisela Breitling pointed out that feminist informed art tends to produc
images which depict w o m e n as "fragmented and broken dolls, as kitchen Madonnas
and keepers of the refuse" in keeping with the traditional domestic role of w o m e n . In
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the creation of m y paintings, fetish dolls, and bed-head pieces "the refuse" resulting
from a subconscious need to redress m y relationship with m y sister and find peace
within m y grief is expressed through an analogy of the story of women's roles.1
The mixed materials and object paraphernalia I chose as major tools of expression
within m y work curiouslyfirstfound their w a y into m y paintings when I became aware
of m y sister's cancer. After Denise's death object detritus began littering the surface of
m y canvases as a chaotic surface preparation to which I applied paint in an attempt to
reconstruct some order.

Further into the grieving process the material objects and feminine paraphernalia b
to follow more determinate pattens within the surface turmoil. I found myself frustrated
with the growing predicability of this process and with the limitations of a rectangular
canvas picture plane. Almost as if fated certain objects such as bed head-boards and
dolls attracted m y acquisitive desire and served to separate m e from the predicability
and confines of the two dimensional canvas surface.

My memories of Denise were, I suppose, fragmented pieces that I needed to reconstruct
into a whole during m y grieving process. In retrospect I informed myself as viewer and
image maker of the private psycho-drama of m y grieving process whilst grappling with
making images that informed, not only a viewing audience, but also myself about the
construct of, and the conflicts within, female roles in relation to certain societal contexts
throughout history, and within different cultures.

Painting as a unique language serves to connect different layers of consciousness. It
was through undertaking the subject of Roles of W o m e n that I felt compelled to express
myself rather than to inform the viewer. T o examine the validity of m y work within art
production I reflected upon Alexis Hunter's definition of meaningful artistic process
which for her w a s that with content. Content allowed her to "communicate something
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personal and political". She defined "political" as meaning that the subject ofthe work
comes "out of reality, out of life, out of society". I related m y story Roles of W o m e n
while undergoing a period of personal angst, and, as a result, the story became an
obvious vehicle for the personal dynamics within m y psyche. A s such the imposed
subject denoted a content that passively communicated something that, in Alexis
Hunter's terms, can be defined as "personal and political".2

Organisation of Document

Within three sections I have grouped works into chapters which recount my
recollections in relation to Denise within a time sequence where: I firstly locate
memories; secondly identify grievances; and thirdly express grief.

The paintings are presented in the first section titled Locating because they rep
beginning of m y grieving process. This stage brings to the surface m y memories of
Denise's life, m y perception of our sibling relationship, and the experiences w e shared
together. The mixed materials which were applied to the surface of a stretched canvas
base and covered in a skin of paint serve to mirror figuratively a 'bringing to the
surface' of their immanent content.

The fetish dolls are presented in the second section titled Identifying because th
represent concrete identities that break away from the confines of the canvas and point
the w a y to the conscious and unconscious concerns within m y work.

The bed-heads are presented in the third section titled Expressing because they
symbolise the culmination of the grieving process merging the overt imagery and
hidden agenda towards a point where, I believe, the works would have only related the
personal covert content if they had been separated from the rest of the exhibited
paintings.
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Conclusion

It has taken four years to compile this document which began soon after the compl
of the paintings. Thefirstdraft literally related m y chosen story of the Roles of
Wom

e n . The second draft, by introducing psychological interpretations, hinted at h o w

the paintings were a journey through a personal analysis by introducing extensive
psychological interpretations which, along with m y story of the Roles of W o m e n , was
cut dramatically in subsequent drafts. Within the third draft the mechanisms of
subconscious avoidance, which had allowed m e to express m y grief through m y
paintings without direct literal confrontation, began to breakdown. It became apparent
that m y paintings, fetish dolls, and bed-heads related in time sequence, expression and
metaphor to m y felt grief of loosing m y sister Denise.

With each subsequent draft of this document I was able to gradually let go of tho
'psychological buffers' that had shielded m e from what I had covertly expressed in m y
paintings. Slowly evolving within the safety-net of time the writing of this document
allowed m e to openly face the hurt, anger and frustration that was contained within m y
grief. This written documentation n o w reveals the true personal content of m y paintings
titled Roles of W o m e n .

'• Gisela Breitling, "Speech, Silence and the Discourse of Art", Gisela Ecker (ed.), Feminist Aesthetic
Women's Press, London, 1985, p. 171.

•'• Alexis Hunter, "Interviewed by Caroline Osborne", Hilary Robinson (ed.), Visibly Female, Camden
Press, London, 1987, p. 66.
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SECTION ONE

LOCATING

2 Introduction Paintings
3

Her-story

4

Our-story

5

My-story

6 The-story
7 Transition
8

Exchange

9

Realisation

10 After

The paintings are presented in this first section because they represent th
m y grieving process. This stage brings to the surface m y memories of Denise's life, m y
perception of our sibling relationship, and the experiences w e shared together. The
mixed materials which were applied to the surface of a stretched canvas base and
covered in a skin of paint serve to mirror figuratively a 'bringing to the surface' of their
immanent content.
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Chapter 2

THE PAINTINGS

The paintings begin by telling a story pertaining to the Roles of Women throughout
history to the present. In this story w o m e n are seen in contrast to, in support of, or
even as marginal to the dominant male value systems and power structures.This story
served as an allegory for a more subliminal journey in which I resolved personal
feelings relating to the death of m y sister Denise. This first stage enabled m e to coax
into consciousness suppressed memories of Denise's life. A s paintings they portray her
identity in a similar way that m y story of the Roles of W o m e n attempts to show events,
situations and social attitudes affecting women's roles or contributing to the cultural
situations w o m e n have had to endure.
Tarot Card Images

As my concept of tarot card imagery is reminiscent of portraiture, I would like to
explain h o w I see the relationship between artist and subject. W h e n successful, a
portrait has the ability to connote the psychological persona of the sitter transcending
literal appearance. The extent to which the sitter's psychological persona is revealed
depends upon the artist's psychic interacts with their subject's. These paintings are not
portraits in the literal sense rather they are figurative portrayals in the forms of tarot
images evoking the psychological context in which I recalled and related to Denise.
As abstractly representative of my memories of Denise, these paintings relate by
a story of the Roles of W o m e n . M y psychological portrait of Denise and m y
relationship to her is windowed through these images that I call m y personal tarot
cards. Just as tarot card pictures must be interpreted for their personal context, so too
must mine. Traditional tarot card images are of symbols, situations and persons that,
although foreign to the reader, are abstractly representative in content and adaptable to
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individual interpretation. These paintings, while being overt portrayals of the Roles of
W o m e n , are also covert portraits that explain m y m e m o r y of times shared with Denise.

As the creator of my own painted 'tarot cards' I invested time in building up a
knowledge of m y overt imagery in the same w a y a tarot card reader learns about the
stories pictured in their chosen tarot images. The portrait artist and the tarot card reader
both work with interpreting an image in relation to their subject from within the context
of their o w n psychological identity. Both the tarot reader's and the portrait painter's
interpretation must become more complex w h e n an already established interacting
relationship or a knowledge of their subject exists. Within this context I interpret m y
m e m o r y of Denise and our relationship to each other within this document from m y
tarot images titled Roles of W o m e n .

As a preparation to introducing you to this process of making the images and then
facing m y 'shadow', as Jung defined the seeing of ourselves in our perception of other
people.11 feel that it is important to share m y m e m o r y of reading Denise's cards with
you.

A few years prior to Denise's death, when she was outwardly healthy and there were
no symptoms of her impending disease, I used to visit her in the house at Wahroonga
every Sunday. The manifest purpose of this visit was to clean her house in exchange
for the extra m o n e y that all students require. U p o n finishing m y duties she would
always ask if I happened to have bought m y tarot cards with m e . After which Denise
would begin to relate h o w certain of the predicted events from the previous week's
reading had occurred. W e would then sit in two cane chairs on either side of a small
table on the verandah while she shuffled 'the cards'. After shuffling she would place
them on the table for m e to pick up and lay them face up in a particular sequence for
reading.
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While I interpreted the tarot pictures w e both speculated upon the future and
embroidered possible scenarios for ongoing events. This wonderful communication w e
shared as sisters enabled us to also catch up on the gossip, relate information that
touched upon each other's foibles, discuss the undercurrent of events in both our lives
and, because of our reader / sitter relationship, focus upon issues and situations within
both her professional and private lives which caused her apprehension or concern.
Every week, at the end of the reading, she would get up and tell m e the reading was too
far fetched, all of it was silly and dismiss it as a lot of "hocus-pocus". The following
week she would again fix m e with mesmerised wide blue eyes and recount the accuracy
of the previous week's reading and ask if I had bought "the cards".

That lost time of long ago has become one of the most important memories I have of
Denise. For m e it represents a time when our relationship at its most congenial. The
cards gave m e a vehicle of communication with her that transcended a sibling power
and arrangement that sometimes caused m efrustration.It is perhaps the reason w h y I
find the analogy of tarot card imagery for m y work very important. In dealing with m y
grieving process I unwittingly chose again the position of reader. The process through
which m y paintbrushes were used to create the obvious tarot imagery Roles of W o m e n
was redressed with m y pen in this document in a search for its deeper, more personal
meaning. This written interpretation delved into m y psyche where I confronted m y
'shadow' as the projection of m y hidden self. In choosing this approach I had
embarked on a similar communication with m y reader to that which I had once had with
Denise. I relate within this text, in the same w a y I interpreted for Denise, the stories
which occur to m e and which I feel are related by metaphor within the images.

My readings for Denise ended when I left to live and study in New York for two yea
While I was away Denise was operated on for breast cancer. At the end of 1985, when
m y stay in N e w York was drawing to a close, Denise arrived planning to travel back to
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Australia with m e . O n route w e stopped off in San Fransisco where it became obvious

that something was sinisterly wrong with her health. Soon after our return to Aus

it was confirmed that Denise's cancer was again virulent and spreading. Denise wa
told she probably had only three months to live.

Denise's life became one of uncertainty. What started off as a nagging cough whic

thought was the last of a winter flu vims, turned into a hacking, rasping echo th
her awake at night. Upon my visiting her at the house in Beecroft which she had
bought and moved into while I was away, her condition and environment seemed
transformed from my memory of those idyllic but compelling Sunday afternoons I

remembered at Wahroonga. Unfortunately the cancer had begun its inexorable course

and it was no longer possible to revisit that verandah in a place that seemed a p
better time long ago.

The demon within her took swift possession of her frame and chemotherapy treatmen

became as frequent as her stays in hospital. At home in her bedroom morphine beca

a permanent fixture on the bedside table while an oxygen tank took up residence b
her bed about the same time as a 24 hour nurse became a constant sentry to her

suffering. Visitors came and went and conversations became less private as Denise

ability to communicate became more taxed by pain and less coherent from the effec
medication.
The last meaningful communication I had with Denise was on the Sunday morning a

few days before her death. She was still able, with help, to get up and have a cu

on the front patio. Protected from the morning sun by a flowering vine growing ac
the awning outside her bedroom window we had our last 'Sunday' visit together. I
remember how her contorted face and swollen eye made me think the voracious

malignancy within had eaten so thoroughly at her body that it appeared to want to

through the epidermis. Her bald head, a legacy of the chemotherapy she had endure
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was covered by a blue scarf. That afternoon Denise had a fit that rendered her
completely bedridden and unable to coherently communicate. Within the next few days
another fit violated her final hours. A s dawn approached on January 6, 1986 Denise
expired.

Conclusion

These paintings were commenced within the immediate period after Denise's death.
choice of subject took place during the turmoil of Denise's final weeks of life. I can
only assume Roles of W o m e n was selected because Denise was very much concerned
with feminist issues and it represented a hidden link in m y pursuit of understanding of
Denise's character. Roles of W o m e n quickly became a conscious psychological focus
that served to pillow memories and issues that beset m e during the grieving process.

In introducing these paintings I ask that they be looked upon as my final tarot ca
reading with Denise. They are an archetypical journey wherein images have been
interpreted.
Carl Jung, "Conscious, Unconscious, and Individuation", The Archetypes and the Collective
Unconscious, Princeton University Press, 1969, p. 284, paragraph 513.
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Chapter 3

HER-STORY

In this chapter I trace the story of Denise's background through various paintin
create a portrait of m y sister whilst relating these images to selected roles of w o m e n
through history.

Popcorn Venus introduces the notion that the related portrait of Denise is one wh
relies on m y personal memories, and that the view which relates m y story of the roles
of w o m e n is based upon the critical re-evaluations of women's roles by w o m e n ,
starting with the emergence of the Women's Liberation Movement.

Snow Princess plots what Denise did during her life, whilst defining possible so
of feminine idealisation found in fairytales.

Witch Hunt traces when particular events occurred during Denise's life, whilst l
at a period in the history when w o m e n were persecuted as witches by the ruling
Christian church.
Honev recounts where Denise found offence in the attitudes of those around her,
describing h o w those attitudes relate to a general perception of women's roles.

Children of the Wizard asks why Denise's life went in a particular direction, whi
describing h o w reproductive technologies affect the role of women.
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TITLE: POPCORN VENUS
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 198cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint.
M I X E D MEDIA: broken crockery, brushwood.
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POPCORN VENUS

Recollections of different things Denise used to do and say have become observati
from the past projected upon the present. Certain memories are often relived in m y
mind's eye, others are surely lost in the desert of passing time. I wish I could freeze
moments from the past and take them unbroken within m y memories into the future. I
k n o w with time some of these recollections will distort and erode, but I feel confident
that no matter what happens, or h o w m u c h time passes, an essential 'Denise' will
always be a living part of m y memories.
T h e Painting

A ghost-like chorus line of three Venus de Milo statues stand on pedestals in fro
ancient architectural ruins. The figures shine with a transparent pearl paint surface that
emulates the enduring translucent quality of the marble statues of antiquity. The surface
of the canvas surrounding the figures is shattered with fragments of broken crockery
suggesting the archaeology and unearthing of past cultures.
Tarot Card

Within the deep interpretation of my tarot imagery these Venus statues become
monuments that stand amongst the ruins of the past as an analogy for a relationship that
can no longer be. Their images are similes for m y memories of Denise which despite
the partial eroding of time many details will endure.

The three Venus de Milo statues in my overt story of the Roles of Women serve to
present the enduring notion of of the pedestal-gutter syndrome by which w o m e n are
either worshipped or loathed. A s sublime aesthetic objects with missing arms the
Venuses represents h o w feminine idealisation adversely affects women.
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Roles of W o m e n

At the Miss America Contest in Atlantic City, U.S.A. in 1968 was the first recogn
public protest staged by the W o m e n ' s Liberation Movement. Susan Brownmiller
describes the beauty contest as representing to the Women's Liberation Movement one
of the ways in which w o m e n in our society are forced daily to compete for male
approval and conditioned to take seriously the beauty standards that enslave them.1
Gertrude Koch noted that as a result the Women's Movement has helped articulate for
many w o m e n the alienation they felt as a result of stereotyped polarities by drawing
attention to the cultural creation of psychological divisions.2
1-

Susan Brownmiller, " Body", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 24-2

2

- Gertrude Koch, "Why Women Go to Men's Films"; Feminist Aesthetics Grisela Ecker (ed.), The Women

Press, London, 1985, p. 117.
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TITLE: S N O W PRINCESS
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 167cm
D A T E : 1987-1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : oil paint
M I X E D M E D I A : plastic doll in nylon wedding dress, junk jewellery, metal and
wood chips, pantyhose.
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SNOW PRINCESS

During her late teens Denise joined a religious order in Brisbane which by her lat
twenties she had decided to leave after reassessing her once preferred direction in life.
Returning to Sydney in late 1966 from the semi-enclosed Fransiscan teaching order that
had been her h o m e for ten years she began teacher's training at Alexander Mackie.
During the following student years she became an family presence in m y life and I
readjusted to having a sister with w h o m I had never really had the opportunity to get
close to since the age of three or four. During m y late teens Denise completed her
teacher training and left to further her studies in America. It was after she returned,
during m y late twenties, that I recall our most memorable friendship as sisters began.

Although Denise's presence in my life became at times overbearingly matriarchal, h
concerns were that I not lose sight of family social obligations. B y the time I left to
study and live in America during m y early thirties Denise had become an important
person in m y life. U p o n m y return when Denise was told she had three months to live,
I felt cheated about the m a n y gaps in our relationship. I also recalled Denise's
sometimes expressed discontent of losing virtually all her twenties in a convent.
During those years in the convent Denise had been constantly uncertain about her
calling. She sought counsel and was assured each time that her doubts were a normal
testing of her faith which would pass. W h e n Denise finally decided to leave the convent
she approached the supervising 'reverend mother' and asked that a letter be sent to
R o m e asking for official permission to leave. Three months passed without reply
before Denise discovered that her letter to the Papal administration had been delayed,
"because she seemed so happy, and might decide to stay". W h e n the letter was finally
sent, other members of the convent would not speak to her at meal time, one of the few
times of the day when their taken v o w of silence was not enforced.
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Part of Denise's time for normal activity had not only been taken away, but further
extended and made miserable during that final period in the convent. After Denise died I
felt vicariously cheated by that convent out of some the time I had to find later on to
develop a more equal sisterly relationship with Denise.
The Painting
When I chose to use a doll bedecked in a wedding dress my intention was to paint
black and top its veil with a crown of thorns to connect it to a concept that saw the
attainment of femininity as a prerequisite of masculine approval in the marriage stakes. I
placed this rather fragile looking doll at the bottom of a canvas covered with nylon
stocking gauze imbedded with beads and studded with junk jewellery under layers of
dark blue and black paint. The work of Anselm Kiefer and Julian Schnable came to
mind as references when I decided to make this painting into an rich overpowering dark
baroque tapestry back-scape that would dwarf and swallow the doll's presence into a
darkly medieval and foreboding environment.
Tarot Card

The story of The Princess and the Pea as relating to the myth of feminine identit
became a vehicle for those forces beyond m y control that had cheated m e of Denise's
presence at both ends of m y life. In Hans Christian Andersen's story a lost girl, as the
unknown princess, comes across a large foreboding castle one night. She is given
shelter and a place to sleep by the presiding king and queen. In the morning the girl
reluctantly complains to them about the discomfort she felt from being under the pile of
mattresses she had been given to sleep upon. The king and queen, having placed a pea
under the mattresses, rejoiced because in a test of desperation to find a true princess for
their son. The young girl's bruised body proved to them that she was of royal blood,
for only a princess's skin, they thought, could be so sensitive.
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Denise was only a teenager when she went into the convent and surrendered the years
of her youth to an cloistered existence. W h e n she reluctantly complained of her
discomfort she found her true calling in the lay world.
Roles of Women
Myths and fairytales such as The Princess and the Pea serve to define the rarefied
that separate the perceptions of what is considered feminine from that which is
considered masculine. Within a feminine context female skin has been ridiculously
perceived as being different than male skin. Susan Brownmiller relates in her book
Femininity that preference for pale female skin comes from a historical perception of
noble exclusiveness and virginal innocence.1

This preference was founded in the recognisable difference of the skin colour of th
aristocracy to the peasant class, whose skin was toughened and browned by outdoor
labour. The standards which defined feminine skin as paler than masculine skin are, as
Susan Brownmiller further relates, contrary to the fact that biologically no skin
differences exist between the sexes, only between people with different concentrations
of melanin. Femininity requires desirable skin which is perfumed, unblemished and
smooth in contrast to the reality of the accumulated scars, marks, veins, callouses on
the aging m a p of the female skin. Femininity expands femaleness to encompass a
rarefied air of gentility and its definition is often similar to that associated with the upper
classes.2

By the late nineteenth century the fashionable feminine ideal embodied by breeding,
class and gentility was discernible in the pallor of a women's skin. Fashions included
parasols and gloves to avoid the sun, tight corset lacing, powder, and if all else failed,
small doses of arsenic. During the 1920s the feminine concept of pale skin equating to
breeding became obsolete as the wealthy began taking up outdoor pastimes in their
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travels. B y the 1960s a tan represented health and a leisurely lifestyle which, in some
parts of the Western world became not only a winter status symbol of wealth, but also
of feminine attractiveness.3
Masculinity in contrast, as Susan Brownmiller observed, is defined as rugged. Even
the disfiguration of acne scaring is not as devastating to opposite sex attraction on a
male as a pimple is on a w o m a n . Within masculinity wrinkles define experience, within
femininity they represent a loss of youthful beauty that must be remedied with creams
and treatments, or eventually cosmetic surgery.4

' • Susan Brownmiller, "Skin", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 131
2

- Susan Brownmiller, "Skin", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 133.

3

- Susan Brownmiller, "Skin", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 134,
136.

4

- Susan Brownmiller, "Skin", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 132.
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TITLE: WITCH HUNT
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1988
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint, dammar varnish.
M I X E D M E D I A : plastic dolls, stranded rope, brushwood, canvas strips.
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WITCH HUNT

Denise's journey through life had been a varied one as a result of the decisions sh
made. Having been bought up the eldest female child in a Catholic family, she
tentatively began to m a k e her adult choices in her teens when she chose to enter
religious life. Her next major adult choice was bravely deciding, after ten years, that it
was not what she wanted from life.
After leaving the convent, where she had taught in the adjoining school, she began
life of n e w choices. She decided to continue teaching and that she would prefer to
undertake training to teach art-education in the N e w South Wales public system. During
those early student days she renewed the struggle begun in the convent to discover her
true spiritual identity and the immediate consequence was she ceased being a practising
Catholic.

Denise pursued her studies with singular success and was offered an honours year in
which to undertake research. This year brought more changes for Denise, not only
socially and with respect to career opportunities, but with her questioning of the whole
Catholic institutionalised notion of G o d and its concomitant theological strait-jacket. B y
the time Denise hadfinishedher honours year and began teaching in the state school
system, she had become not only agnostic in her beliefs but had also gravitated towards
a Humanistic concern for the shortcomings of her o w n society and the myriad problem
of the Third World and the deteriorating environment.

Denise decided that she would like to pursue her studies in America and successfull
applied for a Churchill Scholarship. A s a result of this pending m o v e to study overseas
another important decision was made, dictated by the health complications that plagued
her. She had a hysterectomy. She was sentenced to childlessness for life.
During the years Denise spent studying in America she paid more and more attention
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issues which focused on the role of w o m e n . Traditional society's general attitudes, at
the time, loosely related w o m e n to a child bearing role. Denise was more than
idealistically concerned that career opportunities often seemed to favour m e n with the
same, and sometimes lower qualifications.

When Denise returned to Australia she seemed to have successfully settled upon th
career path that would finally make her happy. Denise's attitudes, beliefs and political
awareness had been formed as a result of her soul searching. She was a hard task
master. She not only drove herself relentlessly, but she was demanding of anybody
w h o came within her sphere of influence, be it student, colleague or relative.
The Painting
In this yellow and mauve painting a collage totem pole made of brushwood
encapsulating bound dollsrisesvertically within the architecturally delineated confines
of a cathedral.
Tarot Card

My tarot card imagery of a rising totem pole of women bound within brushwood in a
church interior clearly relates to the accusing and burning of w o m e n as witches by the
medieval church in m y story of the Roles of W o m e n . A personal interpretation of the
image connotes the hard and sometimes inflexible stances m y sister assumed in many
life situations.The totem pole as a linear tree of her life's journey increments upwardly
with each decision into a monument to her concerns and the bravery of her choices.
Roles of Women

As historical record of witchcraft sentencing only started in 1484, there is, acc
Mary Daly, no complete record of the numbers of w o m e n killed as witches. The
existing records show that nine million witches were sentenced to death during a three
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hundred year period. Official records began when the then Catholic pope, Innocent
VIII, sanctioned a document called the Malleus Maleficarum. authored by the
Dominican inquisitors Kramer and Sprenger in 1484, and legitimising the launching of
the witchcraft pogrom which started in the Rhineland. B y 1486 this document was
widely available and started an epidemic of witch-hunting that led to the sanctioning of
the death penalty for those accused of the crime. A s a result the death penalty rapidly
became c o m m o n for witchcraft and the Malleus Maleficarum. "the most important
catechism of demonology".1

The number accused and sentenced, according to Mary Daly, got progressively great
after the Renaissance till 1650, spreading geographically from the mountainous areas of
Germany and Italy, and d o w n the Rhine through Italy, Spain, France and throughout
the countries in Northern and Western Europe. 2 In Germany, according to Andrea
Dworldn, w o m e n were burned en masse, six hundred were said to have been burned
by a single bishopric in Bamberg, nine hundred were destroyed in a single year in the
bishopric of Wurzburg, and in Nuremberg and other great cities there were one or two
hundred deaths of w o m e n a year attributed to executions for the crime of witchcraft.3 In
Italy, Robin Rowland states, seven thousand w o m e n lost their lives. In France, the
Parliament of Toulouse burned four hundred witches upon one occasion in the public
square at R e m y . The Judge of Nancy was acknowledged to have burnt eight hundred
witches in sixteen years, not including those accused w h o committed suicide to avoid
torture, which in the year of 1595 totalled sixteen. In Switzerland where the last witch
burning is recorded as late as 1782, five hundred 'witches' were executed in a single
month in Geneva at the height of the hysteria.4

The witchcraft craze spread to America. The most notorious trials were held in th
United States toward the end of the seventeenth century in Salem, Massachusetts,
where, as Mary Daly states, a total of twenty people, (thirteen w o m e n and seven m e n )
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were executed and two w o m e n died in jail. O n Rhode Island the death penalty by
hanging for witchcraft existed until 1768. It is claimed that the final execution of a
witch in an English speaking territory was in 1730 in Bermuda. 5

In the context of the European witch-craze and accusations, torture usually precede
trial as a means to gaining a confession or establishing proof of same. Methods of
torture, according to Mary Daly, were exempt from the acceptable humane boundaries
as witchcraft was considered not legally normal and decreed crimen exception, a crime
distinct form all others. A s a preliminary w o m e n would usually be stripped and raped
by the torturer's assistants. Records of confessions thus obtained would state that "the
prisoner confessed without torture". After confessing, torture was considered
necessary to elicit a list of other people recognised at the witch's Sabbath. A s a result of
the accumulated list of people, a new round of tortures and trials would begin. In Italy
and Spain torture was limited to an hour, but in Germany it would last, non-stop,
anywhere from a day and a night to four days.6
Torture would included being flogged, stuck with needles, poked with rods, crushed
with screws, burnt with brimstone, basted with oil and singed with torches while the
limbs were tied asunder. Together with being weighted before being hoisted upside
d o w n then spun and dropped, torture also included twisting the sinews from the joints,
driving the eyes out of the head, tearing the feet from the legs and wringing the
shoulder blades from their place. All this was done, according to Mary Daly, while the
torturer focused attention on signs of guilt along with the presence of a wart or mole,
the finding of an insensitive spot which did not bleed, the ability to float when tied up
and thrown in water, or the inability to shed tears.7
During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries "the clergy preached against witches
the lawyers sentenced them" according to manuals supplied by the Catholic Church. A s
Mary Daly pointed out the accused were often w o m e n w h o had herbal knowledge and
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healing skills which threatened the emerging medical profession and sugar industry. B y
the time sugar was introduced widely in Europe these w o m e n healers were warning of
the dangers of sugar consumption to personal health. The church, which had a vested
economic interest in sugar, declared these w o m e n healers an enemy of church and
state.8

Other women found guilty of witchcraft included, according to Robyn Rowland, thos
w h o lived alone and did not fit into the patriarchal family structure, or w h o were
widows. S o m e w o m e n were accused by their husbands w h o m a y have looked on the
situation as an opportunity toridthemselves of a wife no longer wanted. S o m e of the
w o m e n were independently wealthy and their money, if they were accused and found
guilty, went into the coffers of the church and state.9
1-

Mary Daly, "European Witchbumings: Purifying the Body of Christ", Gyn-Ecologyx The Women's Press

London, 1979, p. 183, 180, 189.
2

- Mary Daly, "European Witchbumings: Purifying the Body of Christ", Gyn-Ecologyx The Women's Press,

London, 1979, p. 190.
3

- Andrea Dworkin, "Force", Pornography-Men Possessing Women,. The Women's Press, London,1981, p.

143.
4

- Robyn Rowland, "Introduction", Woman Herself, Oxford University Press Australia, 1988, p. 8.

5

- Mary Daly, "European Witchbumings: Purifying the Body of Christ", Gyn-Ecologyx The Women's Press,

London, 1979, p. 179.
6

- Mary Daly, "European Witchbumings: Purifying the Body of Christ", Gyn-Ecologyx The Women's Press,

London, 1979, p. 201, 202, 198, 200.
7

- Mary Daly, "European Witchbumings: Purifying the Body of Christ", Gyn-Ecologyx The Women's Press,

London, 1979, p. 199, 200.
8

- Mary Daly, "European Witchbumings: Purifying the Body of Christ", Gyn-Ecology± The Women's Press,

London, 1979, p. 192, 194, 195.
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• Robyn Rowland, "Introduction", Woman

Herself, Oxford University Press Australia,1988, p. 8-9.
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TITLE: H O N E Y
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 106cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : oil paint
M I X E D MEDIA: teddy bear, stranded rope, metal zipper, hessian.
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HONEY

Denise was very aware of the injustices done against her sex in the sometimes ign
day-to-day attitudes perpetuated in speech by both m e n and w o m e n . Where names
attracted a male gender title such as mankind, chairman, postman, or those with a
female title such as waitress, and actress Denise insisted that their gender bias be
neutralised. She used instead words such as 'humankind', 'chairperson1, 'postperson',
'waiter', and 'actor', long before it became generally agreed in Australian society to do
so. Needless to say any m a n w h o was presumptuous enough to call Denise or any
other w o m a n "sweetie" or "honey" within the general confines of social or business
intercourse would attract her direct verbal challenge.
The Painting

This painting began soon after my friend Peter and I went to see the Australian B
exhibition at the Art Gallery of N e w South Wales during 1988. W e saw Arnulf
Rainer's work The Crucified Bear. Since 'Bear' is the pet name I affectionately call
Peter, he was humorously devastated that anyone could do that to not just a cuddly
teddy bear but his lovingly bestowed namesake.

I decided after my friend's good humoured reaction to tie up a bear similar to Ar
Rainer's bear for this work. M y reasoning was to extract conceptually the essence of
naming that goes beyond the intimate and into the real world of daily impersonal
interaction. I covered m y canvas with wrinkled and ripped hessian and tightly tied a
teddy bear to the canvas making a feature of gagging its mouth with the thick knots of
ropes that twisted across from where its lungs might be located.
Tarot Card

As an overt image depicting a story relating the Roles of Women my gagged and bou
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bear named Honey attempts to silence the name calling and titles that are detrimental to
the recognition of the equal status of w o m e n within our society.

The cosmetic presentation of my image hides a more recondite interpretation simil
that found w h e n traditional tarot card pictures are related to the personal. W h e n I chose
the subject, Roles of W o m e n became a metaphor for m y grieving at the loss of m y
sister by paying homage to the m e m o r y of her concerns. O n e such concern that Denise
was possessively adamant about, was h o w naming of roles should not be categorised
according to sex or marital status, in any w a y that would cause division between
equals.

Roles of Women
The pet names we use for one another usually codify an attitude we have regarding
relationship of another person to us. The n a m e will probably be agreeable if from a
friend or loved one, disagreeable if from someone w h o is being presumptuous in their
relationship to us, or if it used in a personal or general categorisation to describe our
perceived sexual status or persona in relation to theirs.

Very few women would turn around and address a male colleague as "honey" or
"doll". A s Tavris and W a d e noted, w o m e n have found the calling of, or the defining
of, a w o m a n by a n a m e other than her given one is not confined by m e n to just
intimacy. A s such n a m e calling can be seen as a device that attempts to define one's
attitude towards that person or the position which they hold, it can extend to
objectification.l
*• Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Getting the message: The learning perspective". The Longest War ,
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p. 234-235.

TITLE: C H I L D R E N ofthe W I Z A R D
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 167cm

DATE: 1988
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint.
M I X E D M E D I A : pantyhose, rag and plastic dolls, large soft plastic doll's
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CHILDREN OF THE WIZARD

Denise, like myself, was unable to have children because gynaecological problems l
to hysterectomy. Denise, unlike myself, would have liked to have children but both
timing and health worked against her wishes. The most apparent difference between us
as sisters was her near maternal nature. Denise devoted a lot of time not only to her
students and career but also to the family. In a w a y I imagine Denise's felt loss at not
being able to have her o w n family was compensated for by the strong attachments she
formed to family members, as well as by the rewards she experienced when the
working relationship she formed with students yielded results.
The Painting

The title Children of the Wizard was inspired by the characters of the tin man, th
man, the lion and the little girl named Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz. The painting
shows puppet figures linked to each character in a three dimensional forest like a web
of green painted stretched nylon from pantihose. The hosiery thickens in the top third
of the painting to form a canopy that dangles a pyramid of figures d o w n the canvas.
Within the webbed canopy of green painted nylon a doll in baby's clothes appears as
the puppeteer w h o directs the pyramid of figures below.

Tarot Card
Overtly m y tarot image is concerned with reproductive technology invented by science.
Indirectly m y tarot card interprets the maternal desire that redirects one's wishes into
other areas to support the concerns of those around one. In an effort to explain a
difference between Denise and m e I have interpreted the type of close relationship she
created within family and her concern for students as a partly repressed maternal drive.
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Roles of W o m e n

The roles of women have been enhanced by scientific intervention in the areas of b
control and through fertilisation programs, allowing w o m e n the choice of the role of
motherhood when for some, no such choice had previously existed. Reproductive
technologies include embryo transfer, in vitro fertilisation (IVF) with variations, donor
eggs, donor sperm, donor embryos, sex predetermination technologies and embryo
experimentation.

Robyn Rowland voiced her distrust of such scientific intervention when she outline
areas of concern regarding the use of over-harvested donor eggs and the testing of
alternatives to the uterus for embryo growth. She sees the possibility of science going
too far and being perhaps motivated by a deep seated patriarchal fear that desires to take
the power associated with giving birth away from women. 1
*• Robyn Rowland, "The Nature of Powerlessness" Woman Herself, Oxford University Press, Australia,
1988, p. 167.
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Chapter 4

OUR-STORY

This chapter outlines my recollections of the relationship Denise and I both shared
sisters, whilst looking at h o w perceptions typecast w o m e n .

Bewitched introduces the periods in time I shared with Denise, whilst introducing th
possible origin of Christian myths and superstitions that have been stigmatic towards
women's roles.

Two Faces describes the sibling relationship between Denise and me, whilst looking a
the influence of the psychological structure of the mother-daughter relationship upon
continuing notions that affect the roles of w o m e n .
Lovelace Speaks recalls part of the relationship between Denise and myself, whilst
looking at h o w feminists are critically examining h o w the role of w o m e n is defined.
Red Leather outlines personal fears regarding similarities between Denise's health
pattern and m y o w n , whilst looking at fears borne of myth and superstition
surrounding physical role of w o m e n .
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TITLE: "BEWITCHED"
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING MEDIUM: oil paint, dammar varnish.
M I X E D MEDIA: mirrorfragments,brushwood, junk jewellery, plastic doll, fox fur,
metal and wood chips.
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BEWITCHED

Denise was a strong female presence during three intense periods of my life which
isolated from each other by her absences. They were: m y very early preschool years
before Denise entered the convent; m y mid to late teens after she had left the convent
and became a student at Alexander Mackie Teachers College; and finally between m y
mid twenties and early thirties when she had returned from her studies in America and
before I left to do likewise.
Denise as I have said was a very strong willed, achievement-orientated person with
hard-work values. These qualities she tried to instil in m e perhaps paradoxically in view
ofthe matriarchal nexus she tried to fix on me.
The Painting
This painting relates strongly to Anselm Kiefer's 1983 painting of Shulamite the
Funeral Hall for the Great German Soldiers. It has a central image of a doll attached to a
canvas situated within the image of a large underground hall or dungeon. Bewitched
differs from Blonde Cross in the way the central figure is a jig- sawed composite of a
doll framed within shattered mirror segments, and by the warm coloured, thick mosaiclike collage surround depicting a long wide corridor instead of a dungeon. Along the
arched brick wall corridor, fire torches light the way to the dolls barely recognisable
torso which seems to be held together by the snaking cover of a white fur stole.
Tarot Card
M y tarot image deals with the nature of the shadow projections of one's psyche upon
another. Superficially this takes the form of a visual metaphor within m y story of the
Roles of W o m e n which places w o m e n within a society tempered by a background of
myth and superstition.
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During this part of m y grieving process I was grappling with coming to terms with the
loss of m y sister's influence upon m y life. Another possible interpretation indicates that
the r o o m is a metaphor for the subconscious. T h e shattered mirror and figure are
representative of the influential notions of another's perception of oneself.

Roles of W o m e n
The myths my painting used as coda are those which attempt to define the nature of
w o m e n . L y n C o w a n wrote that myths representing psychic phenomena seem to reveal
the primary nature of the human soul. A s such she believed that they are not conscious
manifestations influenced by social patterns but rather a spontaneous, primary activity
ofthe h u m a n psyche.1 In such terms myth becomes a conscious attempt to make sense
of the psyche and especially with ancient myths which are what Carl Jung saw as being
based on Archetypes related through time.2

Psychic power during parts of the historical journey of humankind was distinguished
from the practice of sorcery which, as Susan Lipshitz noted, was based on the use of
herbs and poisons. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries m a n y w o m e n were
considered to be witches, which meant that their power was considered to be of a
psychic nature. The power of the witch in the European mind was so great that it was
thought that she could destroy crops and cattle and bestow all kinds of misfortune on
the lives and livelihood of mankind.3

Tavris and Wade suspected that the perception of women as being closer to nature by
their ability to give birth, gaveriseto m a n y goddess forms related to with the earth to
which it was not u n c o m m o n to sacrifice crops and animals for the future fertility of the
land.4 Even in non European M e s o American cultures there existed notions of female
fertility goddesses. K i m Chernin cites one as the snake w o m a n Echidna w h o lived in
the depths of the earth, ate raw meat and killed any m a n w h o happened her way. Her
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price for the giving of fertility was bloody sacrifices.5

Myth and superstition are perhaps behind the story of Adam and Eve in that it warns of
man yielding to the temptation of a woman. Tavris and Wade relate another ancient

Hebrew version that tells of how God tried three times to make a partner for the first
man. Lilith was the first woman and she was made of filth and considered herself
equal to Adam who was made of dust. Offended, Adam tried to make her obedient to
him but she ran off and populated the world with evil demons.6 The second attempt
failed until God decided on the third attempt to come up with Eve made from Adam's
rib. This Hebrew tradition is reflected in Gnostic tradition which existed as a
countervailing theology to the early Christian tradition.7
Bewitched thus associates itself with the fearfully perceived power of women and its
association with casting spells or mesmerising.
*• Lyn Cowan, Masochism - A Jungian View , p. 7.

*•• Carl Jung, The Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious , p. 144.
3

- Susan Lipshitz, "The Witch and her Devils",Tearing the Veil, Routledge & Kegan Paul Limited, London

1978, p. 42-43.

*• Carol Tavris & Carole Wade, "Freud, fantasy, and the fear of women: The psychoanalytic
perspective",7Vie Longest War; Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida,1984, p. 192-193.

*• Kim Chernin, Womansize , p. 131.

"• Carol Tavris & Carole Wade, The Longest War, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p.
•7

'• Carl Jung, Psychology of Religion East & West

TITLE: T W O FACES
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 152cm
D A T E : 1987-1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : oil paint

MDCED MEDIA: small plastic and metal toys, junk jewellery, cosmetic co
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TWO FACES

Between Denise and myself there was not only thirteen years difference in our ages b
also gaps in our co-personal development such as the ten years she spent in the convent
during m y childhood and early teens, and her time studying in America during m y late
teens and early twenties. Despite those lacunae and the difference in our ages, w e were
close as sisters although, at times, not always having a mutually enhancing sibling
relationship. Denise seemed to assume a more maternal role towards m e than she did
with m y older brothers and sisters and probably because I was the youngest child this
made our relationship prone to conflict.
1 sometimes felt stifled by Denise's emotional demands which seemed to compromise
m y independence. I found myself often having to justify m y decisions for a peaceful
existence. Denise was questioning of m y attitudes, the way I lived m y life, and seemed
to feel obliged to steer m e into choices that she thought would be advantageous to me.
Our conflicts occasionally caused furtherriftsof lost time between us. O n e such rift
saw us part company for one to two years. W h e n w e got together again our relationship
would seem more equal. Denise would still strive to dominate if only in the form of
suggestions. W h e n they were not overly intrusive I would avoid debate by agreeing
and balancing it against other more equable facets of our friendship.

Despite our incompatibilities, Denise and I had a strong friendship by the time I le
study in N e w York for two years. Denise professed herself pleased with the choices I
had made, even if some of them were different from those she would have preferred.

Two years later when Denise flew to New York to visit, and then to return to Austral
with m e , I noticed that our friendship was again being dominated by her. I found it
extremely irritating and experienced a deterioration in our relationship because I wanted
to avoid conflict after such a long absence. I felt Denise was picking up our relationship
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from where she thought it had lain dormant for two years. I think in her eyes she still
saw m e as her little sister w h o needed mothering. The tension between us was never to
come to a head as it became evident she was not well.
Very soon after our return it was confirmed that Denise's cancer was spreading.
Treatments began again and Denise suffered new complications in her illness. The
deterioration of her health precluded any reasonable resolution to the tension that was
brewing between us aside. Pretending that it did not exist w e concentrated on the issues
that involved Denise's struggle against the rare and virulent bone cancer.
T h e Painting
My memory of Denise's dominance comes back to me as similar to the smothering
concern of an over-protective mother. M y choice of a two faced image embodies the
psychological portrait of such relationships.

The image is a cameo portrait of a woman. It is based on an image from studies in t
psychology of perception which shows, depending on the preconceptions of the
viewer, simultaneously the portrait of a young w o m a n looking away from the viewer
and that of an old w o m a n looking downwards. The ear of the young w o m a n is the eye
of the older w o m a n ; the choker around the young girl's neck can be seen as the older
woman's smile; and the neck of the young w o m a n transforms, becoming the chin of
the old woman. Both wear the same bonnet in different ways - on the young w o m a n
the b o w is worn at the back of the bonnet, and on the older w o m a n at the side of the
bonnet. The young w o m a n has her hair pulled back whereas the old w o m a n has her
hair parted in the middle and falling down the side of her face. The young woman's
pert nose becomes a wart in the middle of the profile of the old woman's nose.
Surrounding this cameo portrait is a collage of tiny little pieces of toys, cosmetic
containers and costume jewellery painted in various colours and integrated into the
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agitated brushwork movement of the dark background.
Tarot Card

On the face of it this is a psychological portrait of the interacting roles of mo
daughter. Translating this image as a tarot card in relation to m y personal grieving
process it becomes a mirror for the angst inherent in the unresolved role conflict
predicated upon the failure to establish an equal sibling relationship between Denise and
myself. It suggests the sibling hierarchy of Denise and myself being exacerbated by
differences in age, attitudes and life experiences together with a discontinuance caused
byriftsin time.
Roles of Women

The conflicts between Denise and myself were certainly partly based upon my rejec
of the mother / daughter nexus I perceived in our sibling relationship. According to
Susie Orbach the role of the mother has traditionally been to direct her daughter in
gender appropriate ways according to the current social mores. The role of the daughter
was to follow, or adopt a version of, her mother's social role. A s a result their
relationship can be psychologically dependent on the social world the mother lives in
and the daughter must enter. I leave aside here a consideration of m y relationship with
m y actual mother, for, although it determined in large part, m y relationship with
Denise, it is extraneous to this thesis and would only muddy the waters.1
l

- Susie Orbach, Hungerstrike , Faber and Faber, 1986, p. 43-44.
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TITLE: L O V E L A C E SPEAKS
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 28cm X height 38cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint.
M I X E D MEDIA: rubber face mask, crocheted lace doily, brushwood, foam pellets.
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LOVELACE SPEAKS

After Denise died I found myself lonely for those interfering judgements Denise of
bestowed upon m e . Denise had not only a been a big sister to m e but also, I began to
realise, a greatly missed mentor with w h o m I used to bounce around ideas and from
w h o m I expected a constructive analysis.
T h e Painting

Linda Lovelace, ex-pom star turned feminist, spoke to the media a few years ago of
staring role in the movie Deep Throat as one of not being a willing actress but one of a
victim being forcibly raped. Like Mary Magdeline the former prostitute turned believer
w h o allegedly wiped the face of Christ at the crucifixion, she apparently had found a
redeeming crusade for the sins of her former life.

The public media attention to Linda Lovelace's allegations conceptually correspond
that ofthe cloth Mary Magdeline used to wipe Christ's face. W h e n left with an imprint
of Christ's face on the cloth, Mary knew, according to legend, that she was forgiven.
That cloth recorded the event and the moment of turnabout in her life
My small canvas presents a thick skin of paynes grey paint encrusting a heavy
crocheted cloth laid over a facial mask. Its open mouth rips through the crust of paint
and cloth to reveal a contrasting colour of bright flesh coloured pink paint.
Tarot Card
In Denise, I had someone with whom to barter my ideas and, one whose judgements I
could rely. She was both a mentor and a buffer for m y decisions. A n implied
interpretation of m y tarot card would be not only the psychology of forgiveness but
also of setting the record straight. Its obvious imagery consequently relates to the
power of recorded word or image similarly connoted by both Linda Lovelace's media
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announcements and by Mary Madgdeline's imprinted cloth.

Roles of Women
The word 'pornography' is derived from the ancient Greek pome meaning whore and
graphios meaning to etch, draw or write. The porne or whores of ancient Greece, as
Andrea Dworkin's wrote, were considered, even among prostitutes, as existing on the
lowest, vilest level of society. In this sense the word 'pornography' for Andrea
Dworkin comes to mean the graphic depiction of w o m e n as "vile whores", making
male interest in pornography a power weapon of sexual degradation for subordinating
women. 1
According to Kathy Meyer feminists groups such as WAVAW (Women Against
Violence Against W o m e n ) came to object to pornography because they saw it as not
only humiliating, denigrating and exploiting w o m e n but also as creating an antagonism
between the sexes.2 Pornography, as Robyn Rowland observes, is thus seen by some
feminists as defining w o m a n as an object for sexual use and abuse by men. 3 The result,
as Beatrix Faust says, is that many feminists define pornography in the same category
as rape, arguing that it is not about sex but about power.4
*• Andrea Dworkin, " Pornography",/>orn<?gra/>/jy - Men Possessing Women, The Women's Press, London,
1981, p. 199-200.
2

- Kathy Myers, Towards A Feminist Erotica': Visibly Female, Hilary Robertson (ed.), Camden Press,

London, 1987, p. 284.
3

- Robyn Rowland, "Power and Resistance",Woman Herself, Oxford University Press, Australia, 1988, p.

161.
4

- Beatrix Faust, "King Kong had X Y Chromosomes", Women, Sex and Pornography, Penguin, Australia,

1981, p. 80.

TITLE: R E D L E A T H E R
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 183cm

DATE: 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint.

MIXED MEDIA: nylon pantyhose and stockings, plastic doll, small wood fram
brushwood.
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RED LEATHER

Similarities between the health patterns of Denise and me began to kindle within me a
greater personal fear of death. Like Denise I had uterine fibroids which caused
problems during m y late twenties and throughout m y thirties. Similarly to Denise, I
was informed before m yfirstoperation, in m y late twenties, that the severity of m y
fibroid growth might have to be removed at the expense of m y uterus. Just as Denise
had done previously, I initially rejected having a hysterectomy only to suffer the
discomfort caused by regrowth of uterine fibroids which included heavy and prolonged
menstrual bleeding over a following ten years.
My fears, rationally or irrationally, were based on the notion that perhaps fibroid
growths within both of us were the consequence of an accumulation of toxic body
waste which, needed tofindits o w n 'grease-pit' and had chosen the relatively safe area
of the uterus. I feared that if I, like Denise, had a hysterectomy, m y need for a bodily
'grease trap' would transfer to a less safe place and become a complication that m y
body's i m m u n e mechanism would not tolerate. N o w that I have had m y hysterectomy I
live in fear offinding,like Denise did, a cancerous lump in the breast.

The Painting
As a vessel for potential life the female reproductive system is presented within my
painting as a mysterious secret hidden behind a Venetian blind of feminine taboos. M y
canvas with its surface construction of a framed doll cocooned in nylon membrane, and
horizontal strips of nylon from pantihose stretched over sticks laid d o w n in a vein like
pattern, is painted blood red.

Tarot Card
On the surface my tarot image presents a metaphor of the fearful notions and taboos
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associated with the female reproductive system. A more personal interpretation deals
with m y o w n fear that perhaps both Denise's and m y body utilised our reproductive
organs as a safety mechanism in which to eliminate the body's poisons.

My tarot card titled Red Leather is an implied attempt to face, if not to come to term
with fearful notions surrounding m y perception of m y body's alternative use for the
uterus and the feared consequences of its loss. In researching the realised image I came
to understand that this image was chosen to allow m e to, perhaps, dispel those fears by
observing the fears that have been partly a result of a persuasive cultural inheritance.
Roles of Women

Reproductive 'mystery', according to Kim Chernin, derives from the natural ability of
the female body to conceive and carry life within itself.1 Germaine Greer perceived that
negative notions pertaining to the female body's reproductive functions derive from
fearful misunderstandings which confuse function with mystery. This becomes evident
when the w o m b is considered a basis for all feminine ills ranging from hysteria to
menstrual depression.2
Historically, according to Tavris and Wade, men have feared menstruating women
from the early days of subsistence and communal living. It was considered that a
menstruating w o m a n could cause damage to crops and food and bring harm to the
community if not separated andrituallycleansed before returning.3 Germaine Greer
observed that a form of this practice still exists within Australian Aboriginal tribes
where young girls during theirfirstmenstruation are separated from the community and
rejoin the tribe later in celebration of their rite of passage into womanhood. 4
Women have endured and accepted throughout history definitions which label them and
their actions 'unclean' during menstruation. Tavris and W a d e found that in the Old
Testament m e n were warned not to touch a menstruating w o m a n because it would dirty
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them 5 whereas Germaine Greer noted that Medieval Catholic church would not allow
menstruating w o m e n to enter church.6 Menstrual blood was so feared by the Medieval
Christians that it found its way into the chalices of devil worshipers as wine for their
black mass.
Even today religions impose menstrual taboos on women. According to Tavris and
W a d e , Orthodox Jewish w o m e n are supposed to take aritualbath on completion of
menstruation to cleanse themselves, and menstruating Hindu w o m e n are not supposed
to make eye contact with even their o w n family. Tavris and W a d e also observed that
both Hindu and Moslem religions further insist that menstruating w o m e n seclude
themselves.7
1-

Kim Chernin, Womansize , The Women's Press, London, 1983, p. 140.

2

- Germaine Greer, The Female Eunuch, Granada Publishing, London, 1971, p. 15.

3

- Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Freud, Fantasy, and the Fear of Women: The Psychoanalytic Perspectiv
The Longest War , Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p. 192.

4

- Germaine Greer, "The Wicked Womb", The Female Eunuch, Granada Publishing, London, 1971, p. 50.

5

- Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Introduction: The longest wm",The Longest War , Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p. 7.

6

- Germaine Greer, "The Wicked Womb", The Female Eunuch, Granada Publishing, London, 1971, p. 50.

7

- Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Introduction: The longest war", The Longest War , Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p. 7.
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Chapter 5

MY-STORY

This chapter relates personal memories of a past which included Denise, whilst rela
notions, instances and perceptions that have occurred in the history of the role of
women.
Confetti Ponv recalls a carefree time when Denise and I shared experiences, whilst
looking at the role of w o m e n as mothers in relation to learning experiences.
Moonlit Castle reminises over a place associated with Denise, whilst looking at the
roles w o m e n play in fairytales.
Shower Curtain relates the petty annoyances of the past that became fond memories,
whilst looking at nostalgia and impracticalities that play a part in the daily roles of
women.
Last Supper at the Doll's House speaks of my feelings of loss of traditional family
unity without Denise's sisterly presence, whilst relating a traditional servient role of
w o m e n throughout history.

TITLE: CONFETTI P O N Y
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 38cm X height 51cm
D A T E : 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : oil paint
M D C E D MEDIA: minor, plastic toy pony, brushwood.
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CONFETTI PONY
In the summer of late 1978 Denise had an apartment around the corner from me in
Bondi and w e saw a lot of each other. W e both liked dogs and I wanted to get a large
standard poodle or a German Shepherd. After scouring the papers and finding what I
thought was suitable, I asked Denise to come with m e to see a litter of standard poodles
near Wiseman's Ferry. Since w e enjoyed excursions together w e set off that afternoon.

We arrived at dusk. The people who advertised the litter lived in the type of hous
Denise was interested in building. While I inspected the litter of black puppies, Denise
acquired the details of the architects/builders for the house she would eventually build
in Wahroonga. W h e n Denise joined m e I introduced her to the rather m o o d y female
puppy that stood aside from the rest of the litter.

"Michael", as she was soon named, had what I perceived to be a reserve, and a more
gentle sensibility than the other puppies of the litter w h o had excitably greeted us.
During our drive back to Bondi, Michael (who would grow to be what one lady
described as the size of a small pony), sat on m y lap with her paws in m y hand. It was
the beginning of her long comradeship with both Denise and me.

Michael became known affectionately as "Mick Pooh" and sometimes "Mickey".
Because she was a very m o o d y puppy I found it difficult to train her and sent her away
to a training school run by a dog behavioural psychologist w h o also found her
moodiness difficult to cope with. Denise often looked after Michael and it became
evident that their temperaments were not sympathetic to each other.

When Denise eventually built her house at Wahroonga she acquired several large dogs
of her own. A s I often visited Denise, her house became a second h o m e for Michael
w h o enjoyed the company of her canine cousins. Each year Denise would bring her
dogs to Mickey's birthday party in Centennial park and while w e picnicked with the
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other 'parents' the dogs would be running in fields of long grass, muddying
themselves on the banks of the duck pond and sharing special doggy birthday cakes
made with minced steak.

Michael eventually had to go and live with Denise as my circumstances did not allow
m e to spend m u c h time with her, and m y living space diminished. The days of
exercising Michael in Centennial Park were gone and visits there usually confined to
dog birthday parties.

Because of the expansiveness of Denise's house and garden, the company of her dogs
and m y m a n y visits seemed an ideal solution. Mickey and Denise did not find their
circumstances in closed proximity wholly congenial. Michael had what one might call a
more urban sensibility than her adopted canine cousins. In comparison Denise's dogs
were "doggy" whereas Mickey seemed not only more refined and genteel, but blessed
with impeccable manners for a dog. There were initial problems that were eventually
sorted out and Mick-Poo seemed reluctantly to adapt herself to the new regime between
m y visits. After m y visits Mickey would get moody with Denise and sulk.
I left Michael with Denise while I was in New York. Unfortunately, after Denise
discovered she had breast cancer, Michael proved too much for her to handle and was
taken to be looked after by m y parents. Although m y mother and father adored Michael
and allowed her the run of the house by catering to her eccentricities, she never really
got close to them. W h e n I arrived back from America two years later Mickey had not
only aged but seemed unhappy. Again m y circumstances did not allow the luxury of a
large dog and Michael had to make do with m y visits and the outings I took her on.

Two years after Denise's death, Michael died. Michael was cremated and her ashes
preserved in an antique box with her black, silver studded, collar placed on top. Those
carefree, happy days when Denise and her dogs would attend Michael's birthday
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parties in Centennial Park were well and truly past.
The Painting

This small painted collage of sticks and toys on canvas has been painted with colou
dots of blue and green upon an earthy purple background. Its rectangular nest like
construction isfilledwith small objects, in the middle is a small toy pony.

Within fond memories particular experiences stand apart from the rest, as with a ch
w h o remembers the teddy bear, the pony or whatever as being connected to a certain
feeling in time. I wanted to convey the fond memories one has of the past as being
conveyed by m y use of confetti sprinklings of trinkets such as some types of birds
include among the sticks of their nest The spotted pony in the middle of the nest I
wanted to represent the special memory of a pet.
Tarot Card
A s a tarot card the image connotes a collection of fond memories, primarily those of
childhood when the odd collective nest of one's past trinkets and toys, which mark the
m e m o r y of the passage of time and its events, were pivoted around a learning
experience. A s an image in m y story of the Roles of W o m e n , it suggests that the first
control exerted over that learning process is that within the family under a mother's
supervision. Deeper interpretation of this work keys m y standard poodle Michael as
one of those memories that fondly rekindle connections with past events.
Roles of Women
The role of parent evolves into that of educator when choices are made regarding
allowable experiences for one's off-spring. Toy selection by the parent defines certain
responses and actions in association with particular related notions. For example a doll
is given to a girl by her mother w h o shows her h o w to nurse it and change its clothes.
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Tavris and W a d e maintain that toys carry a socialisation message about roles
communicated within thefirstfew years of a child's life. Later games and toys m a y
continue to enforce that beginning of education by the mother. G a m e s which m a y
become a learning situation for future societal interaction seem to be born out of the
experiences of the h o m e together with the preliterate assimilation of information by
introduced media such as television or movies.1
!• Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Getting the Message: The Learning Perspective",T/ie Longest War ,
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p. 227.
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TITLE: MOONLIT CASTLE
DESCRIPTION: oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 92cm X height 137cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING MEDIUM: oil paint
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MOONLIT CASTLE
I wish to evoke one evening almost one and half years after Denise's death. I was
driving up the Pacific Highway, heading no where in particular. It was the sort of thing
I did when I wanted to be alone. I found myself entering Wahroonga and automatically
turned d o w n Fox Valley Road proceeding with the turn-off along that road until I found
myself roller coasting d o w n the road Denise used to live in before her illness and before
I left to live in N e w York. I parked across the road from her former h o m e and looked
up at the house which I had not seen for more than five years.

I sat there in the dark looking up at the lighted windows and day dreamed back in tim
I recalled h o w her car used to climb the steep rock lined driveway and h o w her dogs
used to race out to greet her. In the midst of recalling Denise walking up those steps to
the house from her car, I was awoken from m y reminiscing trance by the distant sight
of a w o m a n descending the lighted stairs. M y eyes peered at her vague silhouette in the
enclosing darkness. She was taking out the garbage just as Denise would have been
doing if she were still alive and free of cancer. I turned the keys in the ignition,
switched on the headlights and drove away into the night never to return.
The Painting

It is a painting depicting a moon lit castle silhouetted against a black sky and per
high on a rocky tor. The smudging clouds of a windy sky toss the obscuring shadow
of trees across its image. It is isolated by a stone wall that skirts winding steps that
climb up towards it. At the bottom of the canvas are depicted treacherous boulders that
block the path and circle the base of the hill with jagged teeth.

Tarot Card

My journey back is transcribed within by my tarot imagery of a moon lit castle. I
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imagined it to be like those one might find in a fairytale. In depicting an abode that
seems inaccessible to danger by virtue of its remote height and forbidding access, this
tarot card implies the idea that in residence is the protected good queen of dreams,
special familiar fantasies and fond memories.

Roles of Women
The roles of women in traditional fairytales are usually queens, princesses, witches,
fairies, cooks, maids, nurses, mothers and step mothers. They are either portrayed as
wicked and evil or holy and good. A s such, fairytales present archetypal models that
influence the learning of female roles, and the nature of feminine stereotypes.
As a teaching mechanism the fairytale has a potent power similar to that which is
contained within myths or traditional stories passed d o w n through generations to
explain the existence of, or the true nature of things, within an invented story. Myths
and fairytales are allegories which contain archetypicalfigureswhich are surely part of
the basis on which w e have learned to assess the nature and categorise the character of
others. Roles of w o m e n in fairytales and myth present perceptions of w o m e n that m a y
be the basis of the stereotyped definitions of feminine nature and notions regarding the
acceptable roles for w o m e n . If so, the real persuasive power of fairytales in the learning
process of children has been under-estimated.
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TITLE: SHOWER CURTAIN
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 76cm X height 92cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING MEDIUM: oil paint
MLXED MEDIA: pantyhose
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SHOWER CURTAIN

When I lived briefly with Denise in her house at Wahroonga I recall the wet pantiho
in the bathroom andtissuesleft in the pockets of her clothes in the laundry. T h e
constant battle between slimy wet nylon and clean washing dusty with tissue which, at
that time irritated m e , has become a fond memory.
The Painting

This small painting presents the image of a wet shower curtain. The base canvas has
been built up with a second skin of silk stockings and nylon pantihose which have been
stretched from the bottom to the top of the canvas where they hang from the suspender
clips of a garter belt. The predominate colours are the fleshy tones of tan and coral
dusted with light blue highlights on the protruding folds.
Tarot Card

Overtly this tarot image relates to feminine differences which are exemplified by
concept of the required smooth silky skin of nylon and silk hosiery. Covertly m y tarot
speaks of the process by which that trivial annoyances become endearing memories.

Roles of Women

The silk stocking or nylon pantihose exemplifies the concept of the preciously smo
notion of feminine skin. In her book Femininity Susan Brownmiller comments that
amongst the social reforms of the prosperous post war era, dress codes for w o m e n
became more practical and less constricting. Skirts were shortened and leg was bared.
A s a result the stocking trade went through a revolution, changing from the heavy
serviceable materials that were fussily embroidered, at the turn of the century to sheer
silk, flesh coloured stockings the end of the 1920s.1
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During this period silk stockings were an expensive commodity whose raw material
relied on Japanese importation. Their sheerness and weave presented problems with

holes and runs which made them not practically serviceable for long life wear and tea
On the 15th of May 1940 nylon replaced silk in stockings and the seam for leg shaping
was no longer required. Despite the recurring problem of runs and holes developing

with wear it was more resilient and not as expensive as silk. Although they offered no
protection against the weather nylon stockings became essential for well groomed
women in dresses.1 The cosmetic smooth silky appearance of women's legs extended
into shorter skirts during the 1960s and the pantihose replaced the stocking as a
serviceable, impractical, but aesthetically practical consideration.
*• Susan Brownmiller, "Skin", Femininity , Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 145-146.

TITLE: LAST SUPPER A T T H E DOLL'S H O U S E
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil painting triptych on canvas.
SIZE: width 274cm X height 122cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING MEDIUM: oil paint

MIXED MEDIA: plastic dolls, brushwood, small plastic toys, junk jewell
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LAST SUPPER AT THE DOLL'S HOUSE
Denise always chose to organise family dinners at her house for birthdays and various
celebratory holidays such as Christmas and Easter. Duties were delegated, with
nephews distributing presents, m y father carving the roast, m y mother supplying
serving dishes, m y sister Kathy making the gravy, m y brother James and Tess, his
wife, picking up a dessert from a patisserie, and m e making brandy butter or setting the
table. It w a s a time of celebration, of shared responsibility, and family unity organised
under Denise's direction. Regrettably the last supper w e as a complete family shared
together before Denise's illness was the Easter before I left for N e w York.

When I returned from America Denise was very ill. We had a few official family
dinners or lunches during that period that included Denise's birthday, Christmas and
N e w Years Day. After Denise's death in early January the family reunions became sad
occasions without her presence especially since w e held thefirstfew in Denise's house
until it was sold soon after Easter.

The Painting

The triptych division of this painting joins together the scene of Leonardo da Vinci'
Last Supper in the top sections with the facade of a building as its table in the lower
sections where caged dolls protrude from hidden doorways and windows.

The division of the painting into three parts serves to pay tribute to the memory of
last suppers w e as a family had at Denise's home. W e were together the Easter before
her illness, together at N e w Year towards the end of her illness, and together the Easter
after her death. Beneath the table of m y Last Supper at Doll's House are caged the
ghosts of past memories of Denise's presence, and the times w e congregated as a
family and shared a meal at the table in her house.
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Tarot Card

Within my story of the Roles of Women I chose as a reference Judy Chicago's major
feminist art work The Dinner Party because it portrayed 'The First Supper' in
opposition to the patriarchal assumptions of 'The Last Supper'. Judy Chicago placed
on a triangular table dinner plates and chalices, crafted by w o m e n in techniques and
media not previously categorised as Art. Her images included reference to female
genitalia to represent various known and unknown w o m e n in "herstory" situated in a
matriarchal Supreme Court.1

My tarot imagery implicitly takes the concept of Denise as family matriarch and inv
her m e m o r y with the underlying unity of all our family reunions past, present and
future.

Roles of Women

Leonardo Da Vinci's The Last Supper, depicting the all male gathering of the apostl
visually records the notion that the predominate historical hierarchy of religious
institutions consisted of men. Religious institutions have been associated with political
rule and education. These patriarchal organisations excluded w o m e n from their
historically recognised positions of power. Judy Chicago reviewed the patriarchal bias
of historical records by honouring the achievements of both known and unknown
w o m e n of the past in an artwork that utilised their unrecognised arts.
11

Carrie Ricky, "Judy Chicago: The Dinner Party ", Visibly Female , Hilary Robinson (ed.), Camden Pres

London, 1987, p. 92-96.
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Chapter 6

THE-STORY

This chapter recalls the story of Denise's last months of life through illness, whils
relating artificial constrictions placed upon w o m e n in their roles.
Ugly Duckling speaks about the physical distortions that Denise endured during her
illness, whilst relating the unfair requirements that feminine idealisation imposed upon
the role of w o m e n .
Performing Hose relates those changes that Denise needed to make, but would not
make to her life after she found out she was ill, whilst looking at the difference between
female and male responses to sensuality.
Woman in Red relates a private concern that may have haunted Denise as she faced
death, whilst looking at the concerns relating to the role of w o m e n as muse in art
practice.
T-Bone examines the unpredictably of change, whilst looking at power changes that
affect the role of women.
Raounzel takes the loss of Denise's hair after chemotherapy as a milestone in her
journey towards death, whilst examining feminine notions associated with hair.
Madam Butterfly Clip recalls Denise's determination after starting chemotherapy to
continue to enjoy life despite physical debilitation, whilst discussing the n o w defunct
Oriental practice of foot binding.

TITLE: U G L Y D U C K L I N G
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 65cm X height 57cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING MEDIUM: acrylic paint, oil paint.

MIXED MEDIA: plastic toys, mirrors, brushwood, wood stretcher-bar piece
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UGLY DUCKLING

When Denise flew into New York at the end of my stay there it was the first time I ha
seen her in two years. During that time she had had a mastectomy and had undergone
radiotherapy for further treatment after her breast cancer. She assured m e she was in the
clear, but there were signs that all was not well. Her skin colour was drained of its once
healthy glow, her arms were swollen, her face was puffy and she had a nasty tight
sounding cough. She looked as though she had been through a lot of stress.

Upon returning to Sydney Denise's health rapidly worsened, as cancer coursed quickly
through her body. Denise began to get a swelling behind the eye caused by a secondary
tumour which began to distort lopsidedly her face, and changes to her physical self
were happening rapidly. B y the time it was suggested by doctors that chemotherapy
should be started Denise was not only very ill but also struggling to come to terms with
the fact that the physical changes to her appearance might be permanent.

The physical changes Denise came to terms with during her last years of life were th
which destroy the self esteem of most w o m e n in terms of appearance. Denise seemed
ready to accept those changes and, if fate permitted, live with them. Denise was not
lucky enough to survive cancer. She died with the scars and swellings disfiguring her
person.

The Painting
The memory of Denise's physical turmoil reminded me of the story of The Ugly
Duckling by Hans Christian Anderson in that beauty became synonymous with peace.
This small painted collage presents a small shallow stage set where one has to peep
through a pink willow tree like curtain of brushwood to see a group of white swans and
one partially obscured black duckling swimming on a make believe lake.
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Tarot Card
My tarot image presents the story of The Uelv Duckling as a metaphor for the
importance of the attainment of beauty in m y story of the Roles of W o m e n . Its sub-text
relates the physical and mental tortures I perceived as the ravages of physical disease in
Denise's last years of life.
Roles of Women

Life does not seem kind to the aging female in our society. She is helped to conf
the so-called ideal standard of beauty, mostly by the cosmetic industry. The division
between being well-groomed and artificially feminised according to the ideal
specifications or expectations of a certain era seems a grey area within the role of being
a female. The personal requirement of w o m e n primarily seems to be one the need to be
accepted. Advertising within our society packages that acceptance in the form of youth
and beauty.
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TITLE: PERFORMING H O S E
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 76cm X height 71cm
D A T E : 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : oil paint
MIXED MEDIA: garter belt, pantyhose, silk stockings.

---• -
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PERFORMING HOSE
I recall Denise rushing here and there busy with her work and committees and wonder
what happened. She loved what she did and did it well. If stress is a factor that
contributes to cancer, I wonder w h y it is that the stress involved in one's life choice can
be so damaging. M y brother James spoke to Denise after her mastectomy about the
unending and relendess stress which he perceived was a serious threat to her health.
She apparently agreed and set about changing certain aspects of it for a time. W h e n the
shock of the operation had subsided and she thought she was in remission she
surreptitiously re-loaded her life with busy schedules. Denise thrived on being career
orientated and constructively active, and considered the political stress which
accompanied it was far outweighed by her happiness in performing well and helping
others achieve.
The Painting

In this small painting a stage is depicted with red side curtains framing three perf
pieces of hosiery hanging from the ceiling to garter belts that double as microphones.
The image is one of the show time frivolity associated with music hall acts, and its
purpose is to dissect the nature of performance.
Tarot Card

In this part of my story of the Roles of Women the tarot symbolism relates to the se
fetish nature of some image portrayals of w o m e n , particularly these related to soft
pornography. Interpretation reveals the concept of performance in relation to stress in
Denise's life. This represents an attempt to come to terms with the factors that m a y have
contributed to her cancer.
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Roles of W o m e n
"Pornography", as Beatrix Faust pointed out, "is usually anonymous" because it
doesn't interpret, just records, whereas erotica presents sexuality according to an
interpretation, be it artistic or cultural.1 The difference between male and female
responses to presented images of the opposite sex can be seen in strip shows. The
female stripper becomes an object of male arousal while a male stripper is usually,
when projected towards an audience of w o m e n , an object more for humour than sexual
arousal.2 The difference can also be observed between h o w men's reaction to the
anonymous sexual aura of a stripper's body and girls' reaction to pop stars on stage,
responding directly to the identity of their object of desire. The men's locker room pinup of the nameless busty blonde is quite different to that of a young woman's pin-up of
a poster of a movie star or pop idol. The former is sexually objectified, aligning it with
the definition of pornography whereas the latter is sexually subjectified, aligning it
with the definition of erotica. Representations of w o m e n that sexually objectify treat
w o m e n as a commodity. 3 Kathy Myers observed that when parts of a woman's body
become fetishised, sexuality, is fragmented to stand for the whole. 4
l

- Beatrix Faust, "Pornography - What is it?"..Women, Sex and Pornography, Penguin, Australia, 1981, p.
19.

2

- Beatrix Faust, "The Eye of the Beholder",Women, Sex and Pornography, Penguin, Australia, 1981, p. 34.

3

- Beatrix Faust, "Love Versus Lust"',.Women, Sex and Pornography, Penguin, Australia, 1981, p. 29.

4

- Kathy Myers, Towards a Feminist Erotica", Visibly Female , Hilary Robertson (ed), Camden Press ,
London, 1987, p. 284.
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TITLE:WOMAN in RED
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: 198cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING MEDIUM: oil paint
MIXED MEDIA: brushwood
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WOMAN IN RED

When I was in New York I used to visit a remarkably accurate tarot card reader. Before
permanently returning to Australia, I tried to arrange an appointment for Denise.
Disappointingly, the tarot reader was unable to oblige because she intended to be in
Ireland visiting her family at the time of Denise's visit.
I duly attended the reading and conveyed its contents to Denise voicing concern as to
h o w it focussed on the image of a parent figure in m y life w h o was very ill and would
soon die. Denise and I both thought it might be our father w h o had recently been very
ill. A n y thoughts that this reading might have anything to do with Denise's health were
far from both our minds, as she had had a mastectomy and afterwards had completed a
year of radiotherapy and was n o w considered clear of danger.

The tarot reader also has an ability to relate the visual thoughts that come to her d
such readings. O n that occasion she saw a w o m a n w h o was being engulfed by red
rising up within her body. Neither Denise or myself could at the time decipher what
such a image represented.
One Sunday afternoon soon after Denise had died, I was walking with my sister Kathy
around the city and she related a conversation Denise had with her during the last weeks
of her life about that tarot card reader's imagery. I listened as though I had never heard
it before. Denise had recalled that reading and deciphered its meaning during the last
weeks of her life. The w o m a n engulfed in red was herself being overcome by cancer as
it rose through her body. The illness and death of a parent figure had been indicative of
Denise's relationship to me.
The Painting
The red female figure in this painting is outlined within the red architectonicfieldas the
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ghost of Denise's fear during the last months of her life. That fear suddenly became
apparent to m e as I walked along the city streets with Kathy that Sunday afternoon.
Denise had not told m e she remembered that reading. I had forgotten it and n o w
suddenly it was a clear and haunting reminder of the mental anguish Denise must have
felt during her lastfightto stay alive.
In my studio a blank canvas stared at me. I painted it earth red. I gathered sticks
began to construct the outline of an interior of a building. M y thoughts returned to N e w
York and to the paintings of T o m Wesselmann that I, as his studio assistant, had
worked on during m y stay there. A figure emerged, large and imposing, seated in scale
larger than that of its architectural backdrop It remained a delineated ghost seated
within the skeletal outline of the interior which it dominated.
Tarot Card
The W o m a n in Red is m y tarot image by name from that fateful reading that I related to
Denise and the image that probably stayed with her until her death bed. It is an image
that haunts and enlarges itself. It besets m e with a guilt and regret that I did not
remember and it served to unnerve Denise.

The presentation for this, the last painting in my story of the Roles of Women relat
that of the male-biased aesthetic construction of the genre of the female-nude in
painting.
Roles of Women
The discovery of an imbalance in the focus of the female nude in painting comes with
the realisation that it was predominantly and traditionally painted by men. The
modernist nude was thereby constructed within an aesthetic convention that derived
from the traditional male aesthetic focus, and further perpetuated by the domination of
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painting of the female nude by males.

The traditional genre of painting ofthe female nude, consisted of, as Silvia Bovenshen
notes, images of w o m e n created by men. 1 Early Modernist painters sought to inject
more everyday naturalism into the genre to remove it from the mythological themes of
earlier times.2 Despite this intention, as Rosemary Betterton points out, the male biases
of previous ages continued through the expressions of the artist's perceived position of
sexual superiority.3

The role of women in art was assumed to be primarily one of muse. The male creator
and his interpretative vision was considered superior to that of the female artist as
indicated by Griselda Pollock w h e n she states the stance of the French A c a d e m y during
the 19th century. Its most prestigious subject was the genre of the female nude, open
only to the male artists of the academy. 4 Enjoyment of the genre by artist and patron
was justified by aesthetic considerations of form, which tended to nullify any
suggestion of sexual politics despite the voyeuristic relationship to the model.
Rosemary Betterton explains that both the artist and patron represent male power in the
act of viewing, whereas the model, as object, has been politically situated because of
her sex.5
In both its more equal participation by male and female artists, and its willingness to
revisit past images Post-modernist painting has tried to approach imagery within an
altered context of meaning. This has bought equality to the role of w o m e n in art both as
m u s e and artist by breaking the traditional conventions of focus on both sides of the
canvas.
*• Silvia Bovenschen, "Is There a Feminine Aesthetic?", Feminist Aesthetics, Gisela Ecker (ed.), The
Women's Press, London, 1985, p. 38-40.
2

- Rosemary Betterton, "How do Women Look? The Female Nude in the Work of Suzanne Valadon", Visibly
Female, Hilary Robertson (ed.), Camden Press, London, 1987, p. 263.
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•*' Rosemary Betterton, "How do W o m e n Look? The Female Nude in the Work of Suzanne Valadon", Visibly
Female, Hilary Robertson (ed.), Camden Press, London, 1987, p. 251.
4

- Grisela Pollock, "Women Art and Ideology: Questions foT Feminist Art Historians", Visibly Female,

Hilary Robertson (ed.), Camden Press, London, 1987, p. 217.
2>

Rosemary Betterton, "How do Women Look? The Female Nude in the Work of Suzanne Valadon", Visibly

Female, Hilary Robertson (ed.), Camden Press, London, 1987, p. 257.

TITLE: T - B O N E
D E S C R I P T I O N : mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 198cm X height 167cm

DATE: 1988
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M S : acrylic paint, oil paint.
M I X E D M E D I A : plastic dolls, plastic doll limbs, mirrorfragments,brushwood,
metal and wood chips, bones, junk jewellery, pantyhose, fish-net stockings, stockings,
wool strands.
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T-BONE

I recall how I would frequently visit Denise in her office during my student days an
sometimes, while waiting for her return, I would browse through the books on her
shelves. For me it was Denise's 'other place' away from home, and I felt comfortable

and secure there. I was confident that although life progresses, it does not violent

reject these things I had come to know and accept as part of life. When I returned f
living in New York Denise had not only moved office into the main administration
building but had also moved house. These changes were part of that expected
progressional change that one feels comfortable about accepting. But the terrible
invasive demon of cancer that gripped Denise was quite another thing.
I sat in her new office waiting for her to return and tried to divert myself from

cataclysm that had erupted in her life. Denise came in, sat behind her desk, she was
evidently not well. She began to speak of what might happen of how she was about to
commence chemotherapy. Less than five months later Denise was dead. Her youth,

promising future, career and imposing intelligent personality cancelled into an absu
nothingness.
The Painting

My image depicts a large three storey foyer of a building which has four heavy

chandeliers, stained glass windows, a circular patterned mosaic floor, and a sculptu

frieze of twisted limbs above the door, as a backdrop for a blindfolded doll crucifi
a T-bone and suspended from the ceiling by women's underpants.

It is the sadistic randomising of change which sacrifices the doll of my imagery, bl

her future, takes her away from the supposed protective equilibrium of life's mosaic
floor pattern and thrusts her into a barren open place where the future cannot be

assumed. Not even the way one will exit through death's door of twisted limbs can be
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assumed.

Tarot Card

My implied tarot imagery evidences the birth of violent change, the insecurity of e
the most secure surroundings, and the blind selection of fate that I personally
experienced with m y sister's death.
Roles of Women

The image projects a feeling of lack of control over one's ultimate destiny and, w
the subject Roles of W o m a n , openly suggests female sacrifice within the confines of
the established order of a world built upon patriarchal notions. Although male
dominance in society has not always meant female suppression, Tavris and W a d e point
out that m e n in most cultures are placed more favourably in positions that control their
society. This in turn makes w o m e n dependent on the way m e n exercise power in
institutions of power.l
1-

Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Introduction: the Longest War" The Longest War . Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida. 1984, p. 21-22.

TITLE: RAPUNZEL
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1987
PAINTING MEDIUMS: acrylic paint, oil paint.
MIXED MEDIA: stranded rope
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RAPUNZEL

When Denise lost her hair after chemotherapy I had faith that it would grow back aga
I did not want to accept Denise might die and I wanted to believe that chemotherapy

would save her life. Hair became for me a symbol of life, a stairway which could grow

towards freedom from her isolation in illness. Regrettably Denise's hair was never t
have a chance to grow back thicker and stronger as one doctor predicted it might.
The Painting

My painted image results from a need to express sub-consciously the hope I had that
Denise would not die. In the fairytale, Rapunzel was locked away in the room of a
closed tower by a wicked witch. I hoped Denise's hair, like Rapunzel's, would grow
and she would be saved. Unlike Rapunzel, who was saved from her imprisonment by

her long plaited hair constituting a stair for a passing prince to climb and save he
Denise's hair never did grow back, and chemotherapy could not save her.

The plaited mass of painted hair that climbs my canvas like a vine symbolised those
hopes and dreams I had that Denise's life would continue. The containment of my
image facing the viewer's similarly to that of a native African war shield which is
for both the physical and magical protection of its user, it speaks of my trying to
away from the impending reality of Denise's death behind notions of immortality.

Tarot Card
As a metaphor my image speaks of my disillusionment that chemotherapy was not the
"prince" that I believed would save Denise from the cancerous disease that had

imprisoned her final months of life. The hair of my painting has become a darkened a

dimmed psychological talisman of life, a fading tarot image of protection from death

and fortunate escape from illness lost within the memories of time and filed away li
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disappointing dream. I realise n o w that only in fairytales like Rapunzel do those w h o
deserve to live on, do so happily ever after.

Roles of Women
The story of Rapunzel was overtly used to describe the personal imprisonment imposed
by defined feminine standards upon the individual development and the potential
independent aspirations of women. Rapunzel tells women that their lives are lonely

prisons that they must be rescued from and that their passage to freedom will eventuall

be via their feminine attributes. The prince as the hoped-for rescuer will make their l

happy ever after if he can find a way, via their feminine attributes, to rescue them fr
imprisoning self isolation.

TITLE: M A D A M BUTTERFLY CLIP
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 41cm X height 82cm
D A T E : 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint.
M I X E D MEDIA: plastic doll, hair clips and combs, bones, brushwood, ribbon.
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MADAM BUTTERFLY CLIP
Denise loved going to the opera and subscribed for regular season tickets. I recall
last performance she attended was M a d a m Butterfly at the Opera House on a Saturday
afternoon soon after herfirstchemotherapy session. Denise, despite her frailness,
insisted on attending the performance because she had looked forward to it for some
time. M y mother accompanied her while m y other sister Kathy and I waited outside the
main hall of the Opera House at the end of the performance to take them home. A s w e
watched the audience exit, w e wondered h o w Denise would negotiate the stairs as she
was very weak. Fortunately the Opera House staff supplied her with a wheelchair and
allowed both of them to exit via a corridor from the ground floor stage.
Watching Denise exit from the main hall of the Opera House that afternoon it was
apparent to m e that her life was precariously balanced on the edge of death. Her body
was so very weak, her face extremely puffy and blanched, and the spark that had
previously marked her determined personality seemed defeated.

The day Denise died I sat in her garden recalling that Saturday afternoon a couple o
months prior when suddenly a huge black and blue butterfly began its wavering dance
between the branches of the tree in front of me. N o w every summer whenever I see the
first of those particular butterfliesflutteringto what seems to be the music of some
unheard opera I imagine it to be the spirit of Denise's determined personality.
The Painting

This painting verges on being a fetish doll piece because a full sized doll is hidde
behind a collage of branches decorated with hair butterfly clip ornaments. I have
categorised it with the paintings because of its confinement to a stretched canvas base.
The doll has been tightly bound and concealed behind a protruding cocoon of
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brushwood deliberately painted the same red earth colour as a patina base used prior to
gilding. The doll remains encaged in a prison of stick branches against a canvas
backdrop to evoke the notion of a packagedfragileobject awaiting to be set free.
Tarot Card

The cocoon-like quality of my tarot image superficially relates to the Role of Women
a fetish within the social sexual mores of a patriarchal society as exemplified by the
n o w archaic Oriental practice of foot binding young girls for their destined role as
women.

My tarot image on another level expresses my memory of an occasion during the final
phase of Denise's life where her determined spirit for living was being suppressed by
the imposed limitations of encroaching illness.
Roles of Women

Chinese foot binding is believed to have commenced in the period between the T'ang
and Sung dynasties. The custom which involved breaking the bones of the feet of
young girls so that all the toes could be folded and bound under the feet. Footbinding
spread from China into Korea and by the twelfth century became the correct fashion
among the Oriental upper classes.1 Foot binding, as Mary Daly relates in her book G y n
Ecology, wasrituallyintended to keep w o m e n 'pure'.2

The association with high status, Susan Brownmiller states in her book Femininity,
helped spread the fashion to the lower classes where the possession of bound feet,
called 'golden lotuses', gave young w o m e n the opportunity to attract a more desirable
husband beyond their class. The smaller the 'lotus hooks' could be bound the better
were the daughter's prospects of a good marriage.3

Like lotuses, these bound feet could not be firmly planted on the ground and women
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with such feet were encaged by their deformity in their husband's house like precious
objects. During the late 1920s with the demands for w o m e n to work for the Revolution
under the Kuomintang government, the lotus style foot became a practical hindrance.
Mary Daly says that the w o m e n w h o had suffered the mutilation of their feet during
childhood came to be considered vain.4
L Mary Daly, "Chinese Footbinding: On Footnoting the Three-Inch Lotus Hooks", GynlEcologyx The
Women's Press, London, 1981, p. 134.
2

- Mary Daly, "Chinese Footbinding: On Footnoting the Three-Inch Lotus Hooks", GynlEcology^ The

Women's Press, London, 1981, p. 136.
3

4

- Susan Brownmiller, "Body", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 34.

- Mary Daly, "Chinese Footbinding: On Footnoting the Three-Inch Lotus Hooks", Gyn/Ecologyx The
Women's Press, London, 1981, p. 142.
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Chapter 7

TRANSITION

Within this chapter there is only one painting, but like a major arcana card in a tar
reading, it relates not only to a physical event but more importantly to the psychological
stance of the person in relation to the events foretold.

Within a traditional tarot card pack the major arcana card of death is sometimes call
'transition', for although it speaks physically of death, it also tells of change. This
following painting is m y tarot card of death and change and as such is a major link
between thefirstgroup of paintings which deal with life memories to the second group
of paintings which deal with death memories.

Ghost Models relates the transition between life and death and attempts to analyse th
difference and similarities between Denise and myself, whilst analysing the connection
between two artists w h o used the role of w o m e n as subject in their works.
In comparing a late Modernist major figurative work of Willem de Kooning with a early
Modernist majorfigurativework by Pablo Picasso I was able to focus in this particular
painting on h o w the role of w o m e n as subject compared in both artists work.
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TITLE: GHOST M O D E L S
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: height 167cm X width 198cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint.
M I X E D MEDIA: small cosmetic brushes, brushwood.
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GHOST MODELS

Several times during the final months of her illness Denise found herself precariously
skirting the perimeters of life. O n one such occasion during the October of 1985 when
she had been admitted to hospital she wrote m e a letter during those long hours of the
night that precede dawn. W h e n she gave it to m e , she asked that it not be opened before
her death.

Denise survived that October and the letter she had given me dated the 18th of October
at 5.39 A M was kept unopened until after her death in early January 1986. It upsets m e
greatly to read that letter and recall past situations that her written words attempt to
forgive and dispel. I felt, and still feel today, unworthy of her understanding as I read
herfirstparagraph which said "I love you seems trite but h o w do I say things without
words. We've had our ups and downs as sisters but it's all there".
Although Denise and I endured major differences on several occasions, we also felt
love and respect for each other and trusted each other implicitly. W h e n Denise died a
unique relationship ended in m y life. I felt suddenly guillotined from that secure sense
(shared experience) and the meeting of congenial minds Denise and I both had for each
other. I was alone and felt as though I had lost a part of myself.
The Painting

This painting fulfilled a compulsive need to find and understand, through analyses and
comparisons, a felt lost psychic and genetic lost relationship with Denise. The overt
images I chose to analyse and compare were those in which I saw a connection. Those
images were of w o m e n painted by two artists separated by a generation of Modernism.
I traced the composition lines in each painting and discovered a near negative reversal
of image between their compositions. The grouped female figures of Pablo Picasso's
Les Demoiselles d'Avignon 1909 (oil on canvas measuring 96" X 64") outlined the
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singular female figure of Willem de Kooning's W o m a n 1 1952 (oil with collage and
crayon on canvas measuring 757/8" X 58") when traced and overlapped.

My research analyses how de Kooning's major breakthrough figurative image of
W o m a n 1 owed its composited resolution to the influence of Picasso's major figurative
image Les Demoiselles d'Avignon These findings I transposed into a composition that
formally presented itself as a black negative with white stick lines outlining the
ghostlike influence of Les Demoiselles d'Avignon backgrounding a figure of W o m a n 1
delineated with flesh coloured sticks.
Tarot Card

The surface imagery is a blueprint outlining a comparison between a major figurative
work of Picasso's with that of de Kooning's. A deeper interpretation explores the
psychic blueprint of a biological connection between Denise and myself.
Roles of Women

The archetypical images of women portrayed by both Picasso and de Kooning in their
compositions played a major role in the history of Modernist imagery and as such
present the roles of w o m e n as seen by these artists in relation to their private lives and
attitudes.
De Kooning was the only artist of his generation, within Abstract Expressionism, to
choose the human figure as his principle theme. The figures he chose derived from the
American female depicted on billboards, a subject that he had been attracted to since the
late 1940s. Inspired by female stereotyped images de Kooning apparently attempted to
exploit their loaded meanings as cultural symbols while exploring the absttact potential
of the human form. The w o m e n in the series are 1950s w o m e n as exemplified by post
war pin-ups seen as representing female archetypes of male desire and sexual fantasy.
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A s Diane W a l d m a n observed, the composition and content of de Kooning's W o m e n
series may also be seen as having more in common with the prostitutes of Picasso's

Les Demoiselles d'Avignon. than with the Surrealist origins of Abstract Expressionis
which the formal expression of the anatomy of Woman 1 is closer.1

Comparison Study

In this comparison study, each painting was divided into four sections which examine
as parts the left, base, right and centre of both pictures with each other. Outlines
from the Picasso (top page 94) were traced from clearly defined edges within the
figures and between the figures and ground, while those from the de Kooning (bottom

page 94) were sometimes only brush marks or vague underlines that served to build th
structure of the figure corresponding to the way de Kooning built up his image by a
succession of super-imposed figures. Woman 1 for example, as researched by Harry
Gaugh, had 200 overlays that were either painted or wiped over.2

94
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C o m p a r i s o n Study - description

Left side-Both paintings have a strong vertical left side which acts as a partial fra

and directs vision inwards. Because of proportional differences the left side of Woma

1 (top page 96) seems stretched in comparison. The outline of the head and curtain in

Les Demoiselles d'Avignon (bottom page 96) resembles the negative space on this side
of Woman l's head; the torso in the Picasso compares to the seat upon which Woman 1
is placed; the crease in the curtain which has a line running off the bottom of the

painting is echoed in the vertical line which runs off the bottom of the canvas in th

Kooning. The left negative space of Woman 1 con-elates to the left side figures in Le
Demoiselles d'Avignon.
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Base-Both paintings have a triangular central base; in W o m a n 1 (top page 98) it
contains her shoe, foot and leg, in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon (bottom page 98) the
fruit, table and cloth. This section tends to act as a visual stepping point into the

which points toward the centre of the canvas. To compare, the banana echoes the linear

edge of Woman l's skirt as it folds to the back leg. The knee in Picasso's seated righ
figure becomes the instep and toe of Woman l's right leg. The outline ofthe lower leg
of the right hand standing figure is picked up in Woman l's skirted knee and its fold

down her leg. The outline of the left of centre standing figure with the bent leg has
outline comparable to the angle of Woman l's skirt hem which stretches across to her
left forward leg. The fold of cloth held by one of the 'Demoiselles' in the group on
left is also delineated in the outline of Woman l's forward, left leg.
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Right-Both paintings have a strong right framing vertical panel similar in outline to

each other. As with the left panels, focus is directed inwards. The outline of Picasso
seated right figure (top page 100) compares to the bottom of Woman l's (bottom page
100) back foot. The looped brush marks that cross from the gap between her skirted

knee and upper leg, extend into a vertical stripe on the right edge similarly relate t
extended left arm, shoulders and bent right arm of the seated lower figure in Les
Demoiselles d'Avignon. The upper right figure is translated in Woman l's brush
configuration, by tracing the negative area framing her face, shoulder and upper arm.
The facial features of Woman 1 compare to the face and hair outline of the standing
centre right figure in the Picasso. The shadowed triangular lines of the arms of this
figure also delineate the negative area beside Woman l's face proceeding down to the
cross made with the enclosing loop brush mark that defines the right breast. The inner
outline of Woman l's arm mimics the right outline of that same figure. The outline of

the left side of the face on the lower right figure is aped in the right outline of Wo
l's upper right arm, although in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon. the space between these
lines is much wider. Both vertical sections are bent, or interrupted, just below the
centre right edge and both have sections that open from the top right.
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Centre-The comparison between the two paintings in this section is not as straight

forward because of proportional distortions. Lines are still similar such as the outlin

on the left side of Woman l's (top page 102) skirt and the left edge of the centre left

figure in the Picasso (bottom page 102). Lines relating to the crotch of this figure c

also be seen in the line of Woman l's left hand. In the centre right figure, the head a

left arm outlines are picked up in the outline of the face and forehead hat line of Wo

l's image. From the face down to the breast division on the left, a line is found relat

to the division between the two central figures in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon. The left
arm of Woman 1 echos the torso of Picasso's left figure. The negative space on
Woman 1 's right side parallels to that of the figure placement on the right side of
Demoiselles'.
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Image
Wpman l's singular image is one with the background which frames her fragmented
anatomy dislocated within it. Crayon lines mix aggressively with the large sweeping
brushwork in an all over web of paint that carves her image. In Les Demoiselles
d'Avignon the figures form an anatomically coherent grouping framed against their
background. The brushwork combines Cezanne-like dabs with purposeful outlines
delineating the separations of figure against ground. The singular image of Woman 1
and the grouping of figures in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon have a reversed positivenegative central composition unity in common. Defined areas such as vertical side
frames, triangular base, and a directional emphasis add to their structurally common
ground. Finally, the linear comparisons support a cross-linked under structure.
In Woman 1. de Kooning did not rely on a mural-size canvas to convey goddess-like

proportions. By magnifying detail and by using collage to enlarge and isolate fragmen

of her body together he was able to created a large image. The resulting figure warpe

and distorted the picture plane in a similar way to Picasso's Cubist figures. Whereas
Picasso used sculptural volume to suggest three dimensional form in Les Demoiselles
d'Avignon. de Kooning relied on, as Diane Waldman observed, the compression of
anatomical forms and a heavily impasted surface to hint at the volume that Woman 1
exudes.1

The centrality of Woman 1 relates to another of Picasso work, the Portrait of Gertrud
Stein. Although De Kooning, when asked about the centrality of his image, answered

that he put it there because there was no reason not to, mentioned, in a BBC intervie
with David Sylvester, he thought of the women as "ladies of Gertrude Stein" when
asked about the content of the series. The prototype of his Gertrude Stein thoughts
must rest with Woman l's formidable seated central image, which becomes an
acknowledgment of Gertrude's presence.3
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Comparison

Study-conclusion

Both Woman 1 and Les Demoiselles d'Avignon were considered 'breakthrough'
figurative works in each artists' career. D e Kooning struggled for two years with
W o m a n 1, Picasso for two years with Les Demoiselles d'Avignon. A s Picasso was
influenced by Cezanne's Bathers for his cubist inspirations, so too was de Kooning
influenced by Picasso. In this comparison study I conclude that although conceptually
Picasso's Portrait of Gertrude Stein was an admitted influence in consolidating the
strong singular image of W o m a n 1. the composition of Les Demoiselles d'Avignon
seems to be the blueprint that enabled de Kooning to m a n y his figurative leanings with
Abstract Expressionism.

*• Diane Waldman, "The Image of Women", Willem De Kooning,. Harry N. Abrams, New York, 1988, p
91.

*" Harry F. Gaugh, "The Women",De Kooning, Abbeville Press Inc., New York, 1983, p. 41,49.

•*• Willem de Kooning, "Content Is A Glimpse", BBC interview with David Sylvester, December 30
Published in Location N.Y. Spring 1963. Quoted by Hairy F. Gaugh in De Kooning Harry N. Abrams, New
York, 1988, p. 116.
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Chapter 8

EXCHANGE
In this chapter I exchange the feelings and memories I have of both my dead siblings,
Denise and Damien, and cross-reference them to relate to m y experience of their deaths,
whilst discussing the idealisation of both the traditional family role of w o m e n and the
feminine aura of the female role.
Family Ashes speaks of how my memory of Damien's death, twenty years prior,
surfaced during thefinalweeks of Denise's life, whilst relating the traditional network
of familytieschanging with the advance of the nuclear family and its effect in isolating
w o m e n contained within traditional family roles.

Blonde Cross examines the feeling of loss death brings with it by relating these feelin
to personal traumas of feeling different as a child, whilst discussng the isolating
difference of feminine idealisation upon the role of w o m e n .

TITLE: F A M I L Y A S H E S
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil painting on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 167cm

DATE: 1987
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M : oil paint over acrylic paint.
M I X E D M E D I A : plastic dolls, pantyhose, stockings, wire.
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FAMILY ASHES
In the weeks before Denise died memories resurfaced of how my brother Damien's
death in 1966 affected me. A s a fourteen year old it had been hard coming to terms with
thefinalityof m y brother's death. It had seemed like a never ending, hurtful, inwardly
exhausting experience. W h e n Damien's life ended I had no choice but to accept the
sudden void of his absence. The memories I had of Damien's previous days, weeks,
months and years suddenly became a time that no longer existed. With the approach of
Denise's death I w a s terrified of having to live through the same experience. I
wondered h o w I would cope without Denise's sisterly comradeship.

Walking through the streets of Darlinghurst, in the days preceding Denise's death, I
passed all these churches that were conducting funeral services. I would sometimes
stop long enough to watch a black limousine load a coffin and drive away. Those
hearses began to seem like omens foretelling Denise's death.
The Painting

This painting began by constructing a puppet theatre on canvas with stockings as
strings that puppeteer dolls belonging to a family tree. M y thoughts were centred upon
the notion of generations within a family, and h o w they endure social changes as
additional branches augment their family tree. The dolls are arranged in a pyramid with
a large doll's head as its apex, male and female 'Ken' and 'Barbie' dolls as parents w h o
puppeteer two dolls upon the delineated border of a rectangle.
Tarot Card

My tarot imagery contains a pyramid of dolls that manifestly represent the societal
construct of the nuclear family in m y story Roles of W o m e n . Interpretation of m y
image delineates a twilight zone where fate manipulates those w h o once belonged with
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us. Family Ashes is a black puppet theatre which houses the dreams, memories and
recollections within our subconscious.
Roles of Women

The traditional working of the 'nuclear family' is defined by Carol Tavris and Carole
W a d e in their book The Longest War, as containing divided male and female roles.
Ideally the husband isfinanciallysupportive ofhis family by working outside the h o m e
while his wife is the supportive nurturer w h o domestically cares for the family h o m e
and is available for the growing needs of their children.1

Re-adjustment to changing social and personal requirements brought structural role
changes within the nuclear family. Tavris and W a d e observed that despite changes that
usually required both parents to support their family by outside work, the n e w
financially co-supportive role of the w o m e n is often juggled unfairly with that of her
traditional role of domestic nurturer.1

The nuclear family is a relatively recent short-lived development compared to other
familial structures. Germaine Greer in her book The Female Eunuch writes about the
stem family of feudal times which was headed by the oldest male parent whose role
was to supervise the division of household, child-care and supportive work of the sons
and their wives and children.2 With the advent of the nuclear family the close knit ties
of extended family members began to break down. Tavris and W a d e describe this
breakdown as stemming from an isolation from close knit family groups and
neighbours that had previously exchanged support and help and supplied news and
advice. This type of inter-family networking, they perceived, became less c o m m o n
with the more usual high mobility of the m o d e m family unit.3
1-

Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Earning the bread versus baking it: The sociological perspective", The

Longest War, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p. 281-282.
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• Germaine Greer, "Love", The Female Eunuch, Paladan, London, 1972, p. 221.

Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Earning the bread versus baking it: The sociological perspective", The
Longest War, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p. 277.
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A

TITLE: BLONDE CROSS
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING M E D I U M : oil paint
M I X E D MEDIA: plastic doll, balsa wood, brushwood, stranded rope.

Ill

BLONDE CROSS
I often envied Denise's blonde hair and blue eyes; they somehow looked fresher,
cleaner, and more aesthetically pleasing than m y dark hair and green eyes. The reason
for m y envy was not based upon any feminine categorisation of idealised standards of
beauty but a felt inferiority suffered as a child. I wanted to belong and being the only
child in m y family born with dark hair I always felt I was recognised as being different.
I grew up with my brother Damien, who had very blonde hair and extremely blue eyes.
At family reunions the contrast between us would always be noticed and good
humoured teasing about h o w I must be someone else's child would invariably make m e
feel uncomfortable. Damien was closer in age to m y older brother James and I was
often left to play alone while the two boys shared other adventures. M y two elder
sisters Kathy and Denise, together with m y eldest brother Keiran were all over a decade
older than m e so there was not much, if any daily interaction with them.
I found myself doing things alone and growing up lonely compared with the
camaraderie enjoyed by m y older brothers and sisters. I recall often feeling that I did
not belong because I was different. O n e Sunday in church I heard a sermon about h o w
faith can m o v e mountains. That afternoon I rode m y bicycle around the neighbourhood
thinking maybe faith could wreak miraculous changes. I convinced myself that when I
reached h o m e I would have blonde hair and blue eyes just like Damien's. O f course m y
inevitable disappointment w h e n I arrived h o m e confirmed what I had suspected all
along that wishing alone does not effect change.
Denise and Damien w h o shared the blondest hair colour of our family and the bluest
eyes, both were important family members for m e at different stages of m y life. A s a
child when Denise was in the convent and Damien spent most of his time with James, I
felt cheated by their absence in much the same w a y I n o w feel cheated by their deaths. I
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fruitlessly wish that they were still a part of m y life and consider it unfair that their lives
were snatched away from them. The loneliness I felt as a child is n o w the loss I feel by
their absence from m y life.
The Painting

An armless 'Barbie' doll with blonde hair has been crucified on the centre of the c
with rope extending like arms from within her torso against a painted background
depicting a dungeon.
Tarot Card

Overtly my tarot image presents the frail concept of femininity abused because of i
prized beauty. The internalised dynamic struggle of the lonely singular figure of m y
imagery conjures up sadness. The dungeon, as the unconscious, sacrifices m y wishes
to the harsh reality of grief.
Roles of Women
Blonde hair has been considered a prized possession throughout various periods of
history. Susan Brownmiller noted that the female blonde beauty has been associated
with a variety of contradictory values from virginal purity and innocence to illicit sexual
encounters. In Imperial R o m e golden hair was bought back from conquered Gaul and
m a d e into wigs as the ultimate feminine fashion for both prostitutes and wealthy
matrons. "In thefifteenthcentury Florentine art (idealised) reddish gold and flaxen (hair
on) the heads of Botticelli's pagans (and) Madonnas, (and in the) Annunciations,
Adorations and Virgin with Child (paintings) of Fra Angelico and Filippo Lippi".1

Twentieth century idealisation of blonde feminine beauty was enhanced by science wi
the aid of peroxide. The chemical company Clairol even posed the question in their
advertising "is it true blondes have more fun?". The advertisement gave credence to the
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notion of the good-time girl with bottle blonde hair. Even in tragedy both natural and
manufactured blondes have been valued more highly than their brunette sisters by
Hollywood established the feminine ideal in movies of the 1930s, 40s and 50s and is
evident in the publicity surrounding the private lives of those blonde film stars.1
The prized cult of feminine blondness has become a sickening torture for most women
to endure and another w a y of trying to make most w o m e n feel displeasure with their
natural selves.

Susan Brownmiller, "Hair", Femininity , Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 70-71.
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Chapter 9

REALISATION

This chapter confronts Denise's actual death, whilst looking at the both the physical an
mental confinement of w o m e n in their roles during similar times but in different
cultures in history.
Corset recounts Denise's final confinement to her death bed and speaks about the hours
before and after her death, whilst describing the physical and societal constraints
imposed upon women's roles during the Victorian era with the wearing of the corset.
Stick Woman relates the experience of attending Denise's funeral, whilst relating the
confining effect of the Indian practice of Suttee, n o w banned.

TITLE: C O R S E T
D E S C R I P T I O N : mixed media and oil painting on canvas.
SIZE: width 62cm X height 97cm

DATE: 1986
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M S : acrylic paint, oil paint.
M I X E D M E D I A : small wood stretcher frame, plastic headless doll, large plastic
doll's head, stranded rope, canvas strips, pantihose, nylon body suit.
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CORSET

Denise's final week of life was mostly confined to bed as the debilitating progress of
cancer rapidly c a m e to complete its course through her body to her brain. A series of
convulsivefitsbegan, each marking a noticeable mental and physical deterioration. A
few hours before her death another convulsion seemed to render her totally
uncoordinated and incommunicable.

As the long day's journey into night began the nurse prepared Denise's bed for what
was to be her last night of living sleep. Denise's position was adjusted, her pillows
fluffed up and the sheets changed on her bed. During this process Denise's body,
which had become a dead weight, had been carefully raised and lowered. While helping
the nurse I asked Denise to put her arms around m y shoulders. Although Denise could
not verbally communicate I discovered that she could hear m e when, with what seemed
a convulsive effort, she tried to raise her arms and grab hold of m e while I lifted her. It
appeared at the time that the bed was swallowing Denise's life and her last physical
effort was a desperate attempt to swim against the engulfing tide of death.
That night while standing at the base of her bed I recalled the words she had often
uttered during her illness of that she would "fight this disease and win". Being positive
that it was Denise's fighting spirit that managed to prolong her life two months longer
than anticipated, I suspected that same determination within her was relentlessly
holding on to life despite the impossibility of amelioration. I mentally begged her finally
to let go and die. In the long hours of the night sleep claimed us all except for the
constant vigilance of the nurse and m y sister Kathy w h o would not leave Denise's side
for fear she would die alone.
Just before dawn the lights went on in Denise's bedroom. Denise had died. As the
morning sun began tofilterthrough the vines that curtained the outside of the room's
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w i n d o w Kathy surrendered to sleep and I took her place beside Denise's dead body
holding her hand. I felt Denise's presence in that room and stayed with her body until
the undertaker arrived. During that four hours I wondered if Denise had sensed m e the
previous night begging her to "let go".

Conversations within the family during the previous week confirmed that Denise had
felt and seen the presence of person in her room, beside her bed, waiting for her. I
wondered if Denise knew I was there, holding her hand and saying good bye to her. A s
the hours passed Denise's body relaxed into a pristine serenity and the contorted
muscles of her face subsided to delineate her perfect facial bone structure while her
yellow pasty complexion gave w a y to a marbled gentleness. Denise seemed peacefully
asleep.

When the undertakers arrived they lifted Denise's body matter-of factly off her bed and
into a white plastic wrap. M y mother stood at the door as they conveyed Denise's body
to their waiting van. Later m y mother said that she could almost hear Denise's assuring
her that she was at peace and bidding her farewell.
The Painting

My biological need to physically recover and release the corpus within my work
identifies that experience. The shrouds that wrap around the torso in m y painting are
representative of the bedclothes that constrained Denise's body; the canvas base to
which those bindings are tied, together with the noose that is laid over the body, is
clearly a metaphor for Denise's death bed. The final farewell that m y mother mentally
heard together with m y hope that Denise's presence transcended death I have
metaphrased with the doll freeing itself from the red framed cavity within the torso of
its shrouded body.
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Tarot Card
My tarot image of an Egyptian Mummy with a noose balances the overt subject in my
story ofthe Roles of W o m e n , pertaining to the physical restraints of Victorian corsetry,
with m y experience of Denise's death. M y tarot imagery emerged from reading a
passage from Mary Daly's book G v n Ecology which went: "When w o m e n unwind our
veils, our winding sheets, our attention is atfirstfixed upon the unwinding. The task
which next becomes visible, before us and around us, is the task of seeing / sensing /
Self-moving in the directions which our dis-covering senses open out to us. This Selfconscious, Self-directed movement is springing free. A s w e do this w e inspirit our
Selves, freeing the life force that has been frozen, reified, fetishised...Women's minds
and bodies have been snarled or strangled as if by a noose, a stranglers noose."1
Roles of Women

The history of the corset, as Susan Brownmiller relates in her book Femininity, go
back to the time of Catherine D e Medici of France and Elizabeth 1 of England. During
the nineteenth century the use of corsetry seemed to embody the submissive roles
w o m e n were confined to within the repressive attitudes of Victorian society when
corsets were made with suffocating whalebone or steel stays. These corsets could
exert, as Susan Brownmiller further related, an estimated twenty to eighty pounds of
pressure depending upon fashion. S o m e w o m e n even had their lowest ribs removed to
enable them to wear a tighter corset. 2

It was considered by some during Victorian times that women who loosened their sta
or chose not to wear one were "loose" or licentious. A s Susan Brownmiller perceived it
was an era where a tight corset was identified with the moral virtue of w o m e n as well
as being a physical necessity borne of the notion that the spine of the female body was
too weak to support the extra weight of the breasts and stomach. During the early
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twentieth century corsetry gave w a y to the greater practicality and support of the
brassier. The corset gradually became a piece of decorative or theatrical clothing,
sometimes associated with sexual fetishising.2
• Mary Daly, "Spooking: Exorcism, Escape, and Enspiriting Process", GynlEcology. The Women's Press,
London. 1975, p. 339-340.

• Susan Brownmiller, "Body", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 35-36.

TITLE: S T I C K W O M A N
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil paint on canvas.
SIZE: width 91cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1988
PAINTING MEDIUM: acrylic paint, oil paint.
MIXED MEDIA: plastic dolls head, cosmetic containers, perfume bottles
brushwood.
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STICKWOMAN

Upon approaching the crematorium for Denise's final farewell I noticed a small strea
of smoke wisping from the top of the building and realised that it was probably the
cremationfirebeing prepared. I sat in the hall with m y family during the final farewell
speeches to Denise's memory and looked at her closed coffin. W h e n the service ended
w e left the chapel and were joined in the sunshine by swelling crowds of Denise's
friends and colleagues. After a while the crowd thinned and smaller groups clustered in
ever decreasing numbers until there were only a couple of people. A s m y friend Peter
and I walked towards the car park, I suddenly felt compelled to turn around as if being
called. I looked up towards the top of the crematorium building and saw smoke
billowing out. In keeping with Denise's puckish sense of humour I could almost hear
her voice saying affectionately "goodbye George" as the smoke disappeared into the
atmosphere.
The Painting
In this painting the constructed image of a partial skeletal figure, fragmented and
composed of sticks, the head of a doll and animal bonesrisesfrom the canvas bed in a
similar composition to an earlier painting in this series titled Corset. The swallowing
death bed of Corset has given way to the burnt out remains of Stickwoman w h o lies
upon the charred pyre of what m a y have been her coffin.
The now banned practice of Indian suttee, or widow burning was my chosen subject.
Tarot Card
Thefirsttime I saw a Mark Rothko painting, its image might well have been a tarot card
that spoke of death and the release of the spiritual essence of being into a timeless void
after life. Although m y tarot imagery is not as pure as Rothko's image of death, I
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consider it more personally valid because I was not only dealing with a concept but
rather the lost presence of Denise's identity in m y life. I had to rediscover the body that
had been burnt in that funeral pyre and c o m e to term with Denise's final leave-taking
that day in January 1986.

Roles of Women
The role of women in Hindu society, as described by Mary Daly in her book GvnEcology w a s one of inferiority to that of their husbands. U p o n their husband's death,
widows were considered to be of no further value to society and were expected to
sacrifice their o w n life on their husband's funeral pyre.1

Although suttee was legally banned in 1829, the independent value placed on a
widow's life in India, according to Mary Daly, generally hasn't increased. The widow
is, in some areas of India, reduced below the rank of beggar. T o receive minimal
sustenance they have to performritualsof chanting and adopt a specific dress code.
Considering that elder m e n marry young girls, widowhood can be an oppressive reality
for some Indian w o m e n from childhood or early puberty.1

Given the Hindu belief that through reincarnation the sins of past lives can rebound
this one, coupled with rules that forbade w o m e n from remarrying seemed to suggest
that the death of a woman's husband was payment for a wife's sins in a former life, if
not this one. Payment for her sins was either death or lifelong misery. Added to this
oppression, the inferior status of the wife while her husband was alive often led to her
maltreatment. Husbands during life were as a result protected, by the prevalence of this
religious custom, from any retaliation for their cruelty.1

Suttee became the practice of all castes, although historically it was initially confi
the upper castes. In some cases where the w i d o w was a young child she was given the
option of becoming a prostitute instead of dying. The theory being that she would die
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anyway from venereal disease. Ritual surrounded the suicide of the wife. She was
bathed, dressed and sometimes, if she was reluctant, drugged and pushed with sticks
onto the pyre. If for some reason she escaped her fate, the widow would live the life of
a starved and abused slave. The advantages of suicide, according to her religion, was
that she would be released from the potential torment of this life and maybe have a
better reincarnation.1
1-

Mary Daly, "Indian Suttee: The Ultimate Consummation of Marriage", Gym'Ecology , The Women's

Press, London, 1979, p. 114-116.
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Chapter 10

AFTER

This chapter recalls my feelings and memories following Denise's death, whilst rela
factors that associate feminine attributes to w o m e n in various roles.
Handbag imparts my feeling of alienation from my environment immediately after
Denise's death, whilst relating the notion of w o m e n as avid commercial consumers.

Compact relegates to objects the association of memories, whilst relating the cosme
identity associated with femininity.
Manipulated speaks of my wanting to avoid facing the world Denise had inhabited
because of an inability to comes to terms with her loss, whilst relating the perceived
feminine manipulative power of the roles of women.

TITLE: H A N D B A G
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil painting on canvas.
SIZE: width 71cm X height 92cm

DATE: 1986
PAINTING MEDIUMS: acrylic paint, oil paint.

MLXED MEDIA: leather ladies handbag, plastic sun-glasses, small plastic and wood
toys, wood and metal chips, junk jewellery, cotton cord, rope, plastic dolls arm.
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HANDBAG

In the days after Denise's death I have a recollection of focussing on her handbag. T
contents of the handbag were irrelevant, rather it represented m y realisation of the
ultimate uselessness of personal possessions. Objectively personal items I realised are
only relevant as personal possessions if one has the possibility of an indeterminate
number of tomorrows. Otherwise the contents of a bag become useless: the diary has
no point; the cosmetics and perfume can no longer be worn; the personal papers and
licences no longer have any use; the glasses no longer serve a purpose, and money
becomes a irrelevant commodity because it can only buy things to be either utilised or
enjoyed if one has a future. Even the humble linen lace handkerchief no longer has a
future personal purpose.
At Denise's forty sixth birthday which occurred two months before she died, the joy of
giving presents was, for m e , a personal realisation of the ultimately futility of
materiality of not only the practice of giving gifts, but also of our daily experience of
life. W h a t does one give someone w h o is dying? Later, the week before Denise died, I
was walking along the streets in Darlinghurst and noticed derelicts sleeping in the gutter
armed with their security blankets of wine and spirit bottles. Confronting the images
their lives presented m y imagination, I found myself confronting the inherent
unfairness of life. The day after Denise's death I walked into the city where I felt
disembodied from m y surroundings. I looked at people and wondered about the
ultimate purpose or point of their lives or existences. The world began to seem more
like a Hieronymus Bosch or Pieter Bruegal the Elder painting. I found myself
observing the bizarreness of daily social interaction caught between the sedations of
material possessions and that of the momentary physical enjoyments of life for its
meaning.
The material landscape of the world I saw around m e the day after Denise died seemed
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Medieval (if it can be conceived without that period's deep spiritual dimension),
enlivened by personified gargoyles besotted with the immediacy of their material and
physical satisfactions. Children cried for ice creams, mothers stuffed full shopping
bags into the back of their strollers, m e n and w o m e n ate in restaurants, ladies sampled
perfumes, office girls w i n d o w shopped at the jewellers, and holidaying school girls
filled the clothes boutiques. Consumerism proclaimed itself to be a rampant secular
religion.

The Painting

During the weeks after Denise's death I came upon the handbag contained within this
painting. A n apartment on m y floor, which had previously been occupied by an elderly
lady w h o m I had never seen, had been cleared and renovated by her relatives. Since she
had gone to live in a convalescent h o m e some of the unwanted furniture and belongings
were being sent to charity and piled up for garbage removal.
I asked if I could have the single bed head boards and some of the detritus of small
objects that were being accumulated for rubbish collection. I began to use some of the
small objects together with an old 1940s handbag in this painting. Other items from that
day found a place in later paintings while the bed head boards became an inspiration for
the creation of m y bed-head fetishes.
The physical contents of this painting outwardly display the 'personal' items one might
find in a woman's handbag. Within a turgid sea of paint swimming with feminine
paraphernalia I placed a pair of fly-away framed sunglasses that look out towards the
viewer. A doll's arm was used to reach out and clutch the life-raft straps of the handbag
which I located asfloatingupon the bottom of m y canvas.
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Tarot Card
The handbag was used as a tarot image in a similar way to how I imagine an object
Jasper Johns painting gives a signpost or reference to its viewer. The age of the

handbag allowed me an imagined history that metaphorically painted a portrait of t
personal in relation to objects. It was in essence an archaeological find from an
lady's apartment that mirrored a lost history of youth.
Roles of Women
Shopping for fashion was described by Susan Brownmiller in her book Femininity as

"female opiate" without which the economy would suffer. As an object within my sto
Roles of Women a handbag becomes a feminine artefact connected with the notion of
consumer / shopper. The numerous little bits and pieces which little girls use to
their 'Barbie Dolls' surface as the flotsam and jetsam from childhood learning

experiences. Subconscious dictates from these early 'play' experiences are evidenc
my painting as the preselected feminine preferences for the avid commercial
consumption of fashion and fashion accessories.1
*• Susan Brownmiller, "Clothes", Femininity Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 99.

TITLE: C O M P A C T
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil painting on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 167cm
DATE: 1986-7
PAINTING MEDIUMS: acrylic paint, oil paint.

MIXED MEDIA: a plastic doll, cosmetic containers, perfume bottles, brushwoo
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COMPACT
During the days between Denise's death and her funeral I recall opening her mirrored
bathroom cabinet to select a perfume for the undertaker to sprinkle on the lining of her
coffin. U p o n choosing Joy, her favourite scent, I reminisced h o w Denise's preference
for Chanel No.5 had changed several years prior to m y then preferred fragrance. W h e n
I closed Denise's bathroom cabinet which was neatly lined with rows of cosmetics,
moisturisers and perfumes I had the feeling that I was closing the mirrored door of a
tomb wherein the contents were the anointments of Denise's past living presence.
I recall how Denise's bathroom seemed to be her office of personal indulgence at the
end of a busy day. While briefly staying with Denise at Wahroonga I recall that her
almost dailyritualwas of arriving home and going upstairs to ran the bath. Behind that
closed bathroom door I imagine she relaxed within the steam filled atmosphere and
thought over the issues within her day.
Several weeks after Denise's death I was having an evening shower in my apartment
when I detected a strong scent of Joy perfume. Each time 1 turned off the hot water the
perfumed aroma would dissipate with the steam. I began to imagine that Denise was
making her wonted evening presence of long ago felt again within m y misty tiled
bathroom.
The Painting
Denise's bathroom cabinet is recalled within this painting by the mixed media collage of
cosmetic containers and perfume bottles contained within a delineated rectangle. The
surrounding translucent yellow ground upon which I laid a fingerprint pattern of
painted mauve sticks recalls, for me, the perfumed steam that seemed to briefly haunt
m y bathroom with Denise's presence.
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The Jasper Johns painting, Alley P o p created in 1958 was m y reference for the making
of Compact. Johns' bright orange rectangular canvas contains a painterly three tier
cartoon strip as a self contained image. In not being compartmentalisations of instances
that m a k e up a readable situation the cartoon squares of Alley P o p denoted m y desire to
present a compact visual encounter without any literal reference to a particular story.

Tarot Card

Looking back on that choice of reference I realise that my selection of Johns' painti
was similar to m y choosing a tarot card where the viewer could read their o w n story
into a windowed story box. Johns' cartoon strip presented m e with a way of covertly
presenting personal content within a mirror that reflected particular frozen moments
hidden within m y memory.

As a tarot image, Compact converts my notion of Johns' cartoon strip into a collage o
cosmetic and perfume containers. These cosmetic capsules are the ointments and
perfumes which conceal personal memories behind the face of cosmetically defined
beauty in m y story Roles of W o m e n . The compact mirror that lent its name to this
painting symbolises the false composure of literal translation and opens the cabinet of
the sub-conscious to m a k e room for the cleansing rituals of the grieving process.

Roles of Women
W h e n cosmetic enhanced the face, skin and body becomes the assumed natural
looking, feel and odour of self deception. The act of covering up the female face and
deodorising the female body is referred to by Mary Daly in her book Gyn-Ecology, as
one of the lies of constructed femininity. Such a lie, she says, can deny an acceptance
of natural female appearance, presence and character and when used to define
femaleness perpetuates female insecurity.1
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The history of cosmetics reaches back to the ancient Egyptians w h o used Kohl as both
an eye decoration and a protection against the glare ofthe sun and infection. According
to Susan Brownmiller in her book Femininity, heavy cosmetic use during the
eighteenth century was a fashionable means of concealing pockmarks, whereas in the
twentieth century it has become a commercialised product promising the attainment of
sexuality and feminine allure.2
Cosmetics have materialised as a basic daily requirement for many women with the
application of the coloured face used to hide the reality of a washed out complexion
marked with dark circles under undefined eyes. Compact as as image looked behind the
cosmetically created reflection of feminine beauty in the bathroom mirror and saw upon
the shelves rows of supporting containers of artificial colours and perfumes being the
mask w e n a m e as "self.
*• Mary Daly, "Dismemberment by Christian and Postchristian Myth", GynlEcology, The Women's Press,
London, 1975, p.92.
2

- Susan Brownmiller, "Skin", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 1360.

TITLE: M A N I P U L A T E D
DESCRIPTION: mixed media and oil painting on canvas.
SIZE: width 122cm X height 183cm
D A T E : 1987
PAINTING M E D I U M : oil paint
MIXED MEDIA: pantyhose, plastic mask, small plastic party toys.
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MANIPULATED

For a period of time after Denise's death I preferred to avoid places and people that
rekindled associated memories. I found myself bewildered by the void of Denise's non
existence when seeing people she knew and hearing words that placed Denise in the
past tense. M a n y places I found too hauntingly suggestive of Denise's former life.
Denise's office at college was reoccupied, her home bought and lived in by strangers,
and the gatherings she was always once a part of no longer sounded with her laughter
and voice within the social din.
The Painting
In the visual composition of m y painting a black mask peers out from a white or lighted
crack between two heavy black curtains festooned with party trinkets. A s an image it is
perhaps the most potent metaphor of m y feelings of psychological isolation from a
world once occupied by Denise. It was within the clandestine metaphor of the imagery
of m y painting that I was able to express m y inner feelings of discomfort.
The subject Roles of Women afforded me further anonymity from attempts to
psychologically dismantle m y imagery. The title Manipulated became a hidden key
overtly read as the assumed face of femininity. Cliches such as "women have plenty of
influence but not m u c h authority"; "are the power behind the throne"; "the stage
managers w h o make it all happen and then retreat to the wings, leaving the m e n to take
the curtain calls" became instead the ideas projected by the title and the mask in m y
painting, l
Tarot Card
In m y personal tarot imagery the mask relates m y need to avoid direct confrontation
with places and people associated with Denise's past. The image of a stage cloaked in
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heavy curtains addresses the isolation I felt from those surroundings which, I
perceived, to be haunted with memories of Denise's past presence.
Roles of Women
The feminine role has sometimes been assumed to be one of seductive manipulation
using sexual attraction as a power base but, as Tavris and W a d e reasoned, this was
more probably more a result of w o m e n having to develop indirect ways to access and
influence legitimatised power. Direct methods had not generally been traditionally open
to w o m e n prior to modern times.1
As women have traditionally been seen to do the emotional servicing work both in
personal relationships and generally within our society, emotional skills are seen as
feminine. This m a y lead to the assumption that a woman's power is emotionally
manipulative, particularly when some w o m e n purposely use both their emotional skills
and feminine approach towards the gaining of power over others.
1-

Carol Tavris and Carole Wade, "Earning the bread versus baking it: The sociological perspective", The

Longest War , Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida. 1984, p. 258-259.
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SECTION TWO

IDENTTFYTNG

11 Introduction Fetish Dolls
12 Persona
13 Beginning and End

The fetish dolls are presented in the second section because they represent co
identities that break away from the confines of the canvas and point the way to the
conscious and unconscious concerns within m y work.
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Chapter 11

FETISH DOLLS
My making of these 'fetish dolls' began six months after Denise's death, shortly after
visiting the Metropolitan M u s e u m of Art in N e w York. The last time I visited the Met
w a s with Denise. During this visit I found myself downstairs in the M u s e u m of
Primitive Art section. With great interest I examined the pieces contained within the
R a y m o n d Wielgus Collection of Primitive Art and the Michael C. Rockefeller Wing.
D r a w n to two fetishes in particular that stood in protective transparent cases under dim
lights I noticed that they seemed to exude a quiet spiritual presence that transcended the
tomb-like sophistication of their m u s e u m surroundings.
Soon after this visit to New York one of my fetish dolls titled Henna was created from
m y m e m o r y of a fetishtitledExecutioner. Originating from the Republic of Mali;
Senufo, this African fetish exuded a presence of 'being' despite a personal visual
anonymity caused by the absence of any facial or body features. It was a wooden doll
hidden under a cloth shroud tied with rope at the neck and wrists. The hessian fabric
covering the head was caked with dried earth. From the top opening of the encasing
sack protruded feathers as a head dress. Its arms hung, like the sacking they were made
of, limply at its sides. A iron knife was substituted for one hand and a bone for the
other. The leg covering was also hessian sacking loosely hanging over wooden legs.

The creating of Cornelious quickly followed and was based upon my memory of a
19th-20th century fetish from Zaire. Douglas Newton w h o wrote the catalogue that
accompanied the exhibition stated that the K o n g o people believed that this particular
fetish embodied a spirit possessing both healing and malevolent powers. It was a
wooden carving of a male with an upwardly turned bare head with closed eyelids, nose
and lips. Its body was shrouded beneath tattered strips of material and string knotted
with various objects that included smaller wooden carvings of figures, animal horns,
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cowrie shells, beads and a metal cross. These smaller attached figures, Douglas
Newton described in his catalogue as material records of each invocation or prayer
offered to that spirit while the horns, which were probably once filled with medicinal
ingredients, signified healing.1

Silhouette was a combination of influences from both fetish dolls and a further resu
having created both Henna and Cornelious. Together these three dolls were displayed
as part of a tryptic offiguresthat I hung as a triptych.

Purdah and Warpaint came much later and stood on bases which made them individual
objects. Both echoed the image of Cornelious. in that they were the result of the
influential visual impact of the Kongo fetish from Zaire.
Tribal Art and Ritual Cultural Influences

The African fetishes I encountered that afternoon in the Met left a profound influen
upon the w a y I was moving through m y grieving process. The undeniable spiritual
presence of those fetish dolls in the M e t made m e want to create m y own. In a search to
understand the silent force of their imagery, I researched Tribal African art to try to
grasp the psychological and cultural motives behind their creation.

Fetishes, according to Ladislas Segy, served as objects for the Tribal African throug
which the spiritual and human worlds could communicate with each other. A s objects
the fetishes were not considered artworks to be used as implements in religious and
magical ceremonies. Statues used in magic can be recognised by a c o m m o n
characteristic: something was added to them nails, beads, animal teeth, or magical
substances which were inserted to give them power.2
The wooden statues used in magic are called fetish figures. The additions to these
figures had a reason or purpose according to Margaret Trowell, such as with the nail
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fetishes which were peculiar to the Bakongo. 3 A fetish is technically a support for
fetish material. This material is a parcel of ingredients which was kept in horns or in
bundles that were hung around the fetish figure or concealed in an orifice in the
stomach or anus. Douglas Fraser suggests that tribal Africans believed that the magical
power of these figures can be increased by certain additions such as horn, beads,
snake-skin, metal, shells under which animal and h u m a n secretions were applied.
Animal teeth, it is supposed, added the power or the strength or cunning possessed by
that animal, while cowry shells, resembling in form female genitalia, are imagined to
foster fertility.4 D n some statues, especially those of the Bakongo tribe of the Belgian
Congo, a magic box sealed with a mirror, and eyes m a d e of small pieces of mirror
appear, according to Ladislas Segy, to have a "apotropaic function" in that they are
considered to "reflect the sun in a blinding ray to drive away the malevolent spirits that
cause sickness and misfortune".5 The definition of a fetish figure, as one carrying fetish
material such as ground-up teeth, claws, leaves, hair, blood, bile and excreta, is by
Margaret Trowell's definition, differentiated from an ancestor or cult figure which is
believed to house a departed spirit.6

Tarot Card
As imagery with multi layers of meaning, my fetish dolls try to depict a story of Roles
of W o m e n . The term 'fetish' presented m e with a double interpretation I felt safe in
exploring. These dolls mark a cross over point of communication between overt and
covert contents. Through understanding the spiritual linkage which African tribal fetish
pieces represent, they allow m e conscious acknowledgment of m y expression of the
grieving process.

Roles of Women
The root of the word fetish, as Andrea Dworkin relates, comes from the Portuguese
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feitico, which means "charm" or "made thing". A fetish is a magical, symbolic object,
its first meaning is religious. The magical object is regarded with irrational, extreme,
extravagant trust or reverence. In its sexual meaning, the magic of the fetish is in its
power to cause and sustain penile erection.7 Mary Daly perceives the fetish as an object
clearly associated with a person without being one, and perhaps seen as having
"magical powers", since its presence gives them a potency they otherwise lack.8

The images these dolls clearly express defines Cornelious as a fur fetish, Silhouette a
body-type fetish and Henna as a hair fetish. Purdah stands for the sexual repression of
the wearing of a veil, while Warpaint adorns itself in the cosmetic manufactured
process of appearance.

Male sexual fetish preferences such as the stiletto heel shoe, rubber raincoats, leathe
boots, underwear along with the corset and Chinese foot binding have been k n o w n to
determine female fashion. Andrea Dworkin described the unlimited fetishising by m e n
of women's fashion as making it hard for a w o m a n "not to hang out a flag without
going naked, which would also be construed as definitely hanging out a flag".9
Whereas female sexual fetish preferences seem to tend towards tactile stimulations by
materials such as silk and fur along with sounds and smells.10
Cornelious indicates by her desire to be surrounded by fur, Henna by hair, Silhouette
by tactile environment, Purdah by material, Warpaint by perfumed cosmetics.All serve
to indicate the commodity of fetishisation as employed by both sexes.
*• Douglas Newton, The Art of Africa, the Pacific Islands, and the Americas, Reprinted from The
Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, N e w Yorkk 1981, p. 2
2

- Ladislas Segy, African Sculpture, Dover Publications, New York, 1958, p. 3, 10.

3

- Margaret Trowell, "Fetish Figures", 'Form and content of African Art', Primitive Art, Harry N. Abram

N e w York, 1967, p. 390, 395.
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• Douglas Fraser, "Africa", Primitive Art, Thames and Hudson, London, 1962, p. 64-65.

• Ladislas Segy, African Sculpture, Dover Publications, New York, 1958, p. 22.

Margaret Trowell, "Fetish Figures", 'Form and content of African Art', Primitive Art, Harry N. Abrams,
N e w York, 1967, p. 392.

• Andrea Dworkin, "Objects",Pornography - Men Possessing Women , The Women's Press, London, 1981,
p. 123.
O

• Mary Daly, "American Gynecology: Gynocide by; the Holy Ghosts of Medicine and Therapy", Gyn
/Ecology, The Women's Press, London, 1979, p. 235.
s

- Andrea Dworkin, "Objects"Pornography - Men Possessing Women , The Women's Press, London, 1981,

p. 124-125.
10

- Beatrice Faust, "The Gentle Touch", Women Sex & Pornography, Penguin Books, Australia, 1981, p. 99
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Chapter 12

PERSONA
In this chapter I present three fetish doll constructs that hang together as one work.
Each speaks of a part of the personal picture that projects our physical self onto the
world and relates those elements to m y m e m o r y of Denise, whilst also discussing the
construct of femininity projects upon the acceptable image of women.
Henna recalls my finding Denise's hairbrush immediately after her death and sadly
realising that because of chemotherapy the hairs in the brush were months old, whilst
relating the feminine importance of hair to the female persona.
Cornelious looks into Denise's wardrobe and finds that the clothes speak of her living
history in what was worn for different occasions, whilst looking at the material identity
of w o m e n projected by fashion preferences.
Silhouette examines the politics of body consciousness suffered by Denise, myself and
practically every other w o m a n I care to name, whilst examining the fetish nature of the
female body.
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TITLE: HENNA
D E S C R I P T I O N : fetish doll construct.
SIZE: width 28cm X height 79cm X depth 26cm
DATE: 1986-1987
PAINTING MEDIUM: acrylic paint.

MIXED MEDIA: doll and human hair, clay, feathers, metal clips, scissors, 'afr
comb, stranded rope
C O N S T R U C T B A S E : plastic doll covered in hessian, half violin case lined with
doll and human hair and backed with hessian.
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HENNA
When the undertakers arrived at 10am on January 6, 1986 Denise had been dead for
close on four hours. Her frail, lifeless body was lifted off her bed and placed into a
white plastic body bag.then carried out and placed in a van parked in the driveway.
Within hours Denise's bedroom was cleared of the medications, the oxygen cylinder
that had stood beside her bed, and the pillows and linen that had comforted her during
those last weeks.

The room seemed as though it had been cleared of the memory of Denise's illness, th
only objects and items remaining were those which belonged to the healthy life she
once enjoyed. G n the dressing table beside arrangements of flowers and a jewellery box
lay her c o m b and brush. P n closer inspection I noted the brush still had blonde hair
strands attached to it. The c o m b and brush seemed to be waiting for Denise to pick
them up and groom her hair before leaving the room. During and after chemotherapy
treatments I wonder if Denise had looked at that brush and comb on her dressing table
and wondered if she would ever live and see her hair grow back.

The Fetish Doll
Henna's body is hidden in a hessian covering smeared with clay mud and placed into
violin case lined with henna coloured hair. Rope bracelets tighten the hessian around
her neck and wrists. In place of hands Henna has a comb, and pair of scissors. From
the opening of the hessian bag blonde braided hair with blue feathers adorn like some
exotic tribal head piece.

Tarot Card
A s a tarot card image Henna openly displays herself as an icon in m y story of the Roles
of W o m e n to the treatments and preparations that go to make the crowning head of hair
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an essential feminine accessory. A personal interpretation of m y tarot image suggests
the implied intention in the making of Henna to be that of capturing the last m e m o r y of
m y sister Denise being carried away in a body bag and leaving behind, in token,
perhaps one of the last anxieties she m a y have suffered. The scissors in one hand
become a symbol for her loss of hair during chemotherapy, the c o m b in the other hand
represents a hope of recovery and regrowth of hair, while the violin case lined with hair
of a different colour becomes a metaphor for a coffin lined with the stark reality that her
loss of hair and life was permanent.

Roles of Women
Hair can be cut, grown or extended, teased, curled, straightened, coloured and
bleached, decorated with fancy trinkets, combs, headbands and hairpieces in its quest
to exert a noticeable difference for the wearer. This concept, as Susan Brownmiller
explains in her book Femininity, has been used by cultures throughout history to
indicate differences in sex, religion, political and social standing. T h e Egyptian
Pharaohs m a d e themselves and their families distinct from their slaves by plucking their
heads and wearing gender specific wigs. Barristers wear head pieces, similar to those
worn to distinguish the noble head of the French royal family before the Revolution, to
indicate their status in a court of law. Lastly, w o m e n in our society generally spend
more time at the hairdressers than m e n having their hair preened, treated and coloured
to m a k e an attractive gender statement of difference.1
Hairdressing became an important element in the presentation of certain female images
within the early movie industry of Hollywood. The cult-like following of the Marilyn
Monroe image packages her hair, colour and style into her icon like status. A s Susan
Brownmiller tells it, careers of talented actors like M a r y Pickford and Veronica Lake
suffered as a result of changes in hair style. In M a r y Pickford's case having her long
curls bobbed at the age of thirty one coincided with her image becoming less popular
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with the public (this m a y have also been because she translated badly to "talkies" from

being a silent movie star) and her movie career plummeted until she retired a few yea

later. Veronica Lake met the same fate when she got rid of her trade mark 'peek-a-boo
blonde hairstyle for the war effort and posed with her hair pinned up as a safety
example for women working in factories.2
l

- Susan Brownmiller, " Hair", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 57-58, 6

2

- Susan Brownmiller, " Hair", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 67-69.

TITLE: C C R N E L I P U S
D E S C R I P T I O N : fetish doll construct.
SIZE: width 28cm X height 28cm X depth 26cm
DATE: 1986-1987
PAINTING MEDIUM: acrylic paint, oil paint.
MDXED MEDIA: fox fur leg and paw, compact mirror, junk jewellery, cosmetic
containers, perfume bottles, small plastic, wood and metal toys, metal clips, bones,
stranded rope, ragged strips of canvas and, cotton and wool gaberdine.
C O N S T R U C T B A S E : plastic doll covered in pantyhose and hessian, half violin
case lined with fox fur backed in hessian.
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CORNELIOUS

In Denise's wardrobe on the morning of her death hung the clothes she had once worn
The blazers, summer dresses and the winter suits she used to wear for college and on
committees, hung beside the evening clothes she enjoyed dressing up in, her academic
robes, and the overcoats she had worn during her North American winter as a student.
They were a silent history of her personas and the pelts which had once groomed her
identity.
The Fetish Doll
From within a violin case lined with white fox fur my doll, Cornelious. holds out
p a w as a handshake gesture. A s a fetish figure she is bedecked in ragged cloth laden
with trinkets. Instead of a face she has a mirror and her head which is covered with
paint smeared hessian is crowned with a top-knot of unravelled string posing as hair.
Tarot Card

Pn an obvious level my tarot image presents itself as a fur fetish to relate in my
the Roles of W o m e n the tactile sensual nature of feminine clothing as exemplified by
fur. At a deeper level the interpretation of Cornelious relates to m y opening Denise's
wardrobe after her death and coming to terms with the fact that her clothes have lost
their wearer and become some of the memorabilia of her personas.
Roles of Women

Feminine clothing, Brownmiller acknowledged, was never designed to be functional a
functional clothing is a male privilege and practicality a male virtue. A major purpose of
femininity, she continued, was to mystify or minimise the functional aspects of a
women's mind and body that are indistinguishable from a man's. She observed that
m e n are known to be highly appreciative of this difference, as when a w o m a n takes the
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trouble to create an entire h u m a n being w h o looks and acts and smells so different to
them.1

The sexual allurement of fur on women and its equivalent accompaniments can be seen
as female bondage when a woman's sexual identity is tied up with her presented image.
The warmth and feel of fur as a fashion appeals to the sexuality of w o m e n which
Beatrix Faust defines as intimate, emotional and tactile.2
The use of fur for fashion has recently fallen into disrepute branding women who wear
fur as vain and conceited animal murderers in the pursuit of feminine fashion prestige
and elegance in m u c h the same way as w o m e n were once blamed for the annihilation of
whales to m a k e stays for their corsets. Susan Brownmiller looked back over the history
of w o m a n and found that entire male dominated industries such as whaling and furtrapping were supposedly built upon feminine fashion whims. Women's vanity has
been blamed for the near extinction of egrets to put feathers in their hats, the miserable
conditions of the Belgian lace makers and the Japanese silkworm workers. Today they
are blamed for the murder of baby seals and the torment of cruelly caged or trapped
wild animals.3
l

- Susan Brownmiller, "Clothes", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 86,
84, 79.

2

- Beatrice Faust, "The Gentle Touch", Women Sex & Pornography, Penguin Books, Australia, 1981, p. 99

3

- Susan Brownmiller, "Clothes", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 99.

TITLE: SILHPUETTE
DESCRIPTION: fetish doll construct.
SIZE: width 28cm X height 89cm X depth 26cm
D A T E : 1986-1987
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M : acrylic and oil paint.

MDXED MEDIA: clay, feathers, nails, brushwood, stranded roping, metal clip
CONSTRUCT BASE: plastic doll covered in hessian, wood framed mirror.
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SILHOUETTE

As sisters Denise and I often shared diets and spoke of them. At one stage I recall h
asking m e h o w I kept so slim. I replied that I starved, which was true. Unfortunately I
no longer have such willpower. With each year that has passed since Denise's death I
have watched, in alarm, m y weight gradually increase. I too ask the odd w o m a n how
she keeps so slim and a m told the same thing I told Denise, "I starve".

Denise's final diet before she succumbed to illness was a fad diet of fruit. She liv
it for quite some time, though I was never able to last even ten days on its restricted
regime. B y the time I left to live in America for two years she had gotten very slim.
W h e n a friend of mine visited m e in N e w York after Denise's cancer had been
discovered, she mentioned that Denise whilst in hospital recovering from having had a
mastectomy was still on thatfruit-baseddiet.

The Fetish Doll
This fetish figure istightlywrapped in a body stocking of hessian and bound with
painted rope. She has been festooned with feather-tipped nails which pierce the chest
like pins in a Voodoo Doll. Her blue eyes, which peer out from behind a the hessian
face covering, and her hair is m a d e of plaited rope strands decorated with red, yellow
and blue feathers. The silhouette of her body emerges from a forest of feathers and
sticks infrontof a mirror whose frame is smeared with blood red and clay coloured
paint.

Tarot Card
A s a tarot image this fetish doll obviously deals with the painful gain of a desired
feminine silhouette and its importance to the self esteem of w o m e n . The self loathing of
one's physical image is related by the hiding in hessian of the doll's true body while the
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voodoo pins sticking into the torso denote the strain of societal attitudes on a woman's
self image. Subconsciously this fetish doll evokes felt personal insecurities realised
through having dieted m a n y times and through seeing m y sister diet, and hearing of her
continuing to do so whilst recovering in hospital after a mastectomy to remove a
cancerous growth.
Roles of Women
Women in our society have an attitude maintained in them on a daily basis which
pressures them to conform in body size. This conformity seems to dictate that no matter
w h o you are, or what you achieve, your body image is part of the barometer of your
worth in the eyes of both yourself and others. The commercial beauty and
pharmaceutical industries perpetuate the obsession by fostering the mental insecurities
in relation to the body that physically and mentally serve to restrict women.
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Chapter 13

BEGINNING AND END

In this chapter there are two fetish dolls, one that relates to the earliest memories
have of Denise's life and another that stands for m y memory of Denise's last wishes,
whilst examining the societal constructs surrounding the roles and presentation of
women.

Purdah recalls my visits as a child to the convent Denise once belonged, whilst rela
how the practice of purdah secludes women.
Warpaint speaks of Denise's final request to donate part of her body for cancer
research, whilst relating associations of the cosmetic face of w o m e n to different eras.

TITLE: P U R D A H
DESCRIPTION: fetish doll construct.
SIZE: width 26cm X depth 21cm X height 41cm
DATE: 1987
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint, dammar varnish.
MIXED MEDIA: porcelain jug, compact mirror, cosmetic containers, perfume
bottles.plastic and wood small toys, plastic and wood beads, junk jewellery, bones,
brushwood, strips of ragged canvas and, cotton and wool gaberdine.
CONSTRUCT BASE: plastic doll wired to wooden stand.
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PURDAH
I remember during school holidays as a child going to Brisbane from Sydney to visit
Denise in the convent. I recall a white, wide verandah skirted, iron laced Victorian
building perched on top of a sloping hill. Leading up to this mansion was a long
winding road edged by huge trees. In front of the convent the pink loose pebbled
driveway circled a lawn in which a large round sunken fish pond sat shaded by the
concrete and rock arches that supported a white marble statue of the Virgin Mary as it
looked d o w n towards the entry gates.

Once inside the cool shaded interior of the building, women in dark brown long heavy
gowns and white starched veils walked across the polished timber floors making no
other sound than that of the jangle of beads which hung from their waists. Each of
these w o m e n , including m y sister, had adopted first names that started with the prefix
Sister Mary, I used to wonder what they were all once called before entering the
convent. I sometimes sat at thefishpond guessing what their other names might have
been while at other times I would wonder what they all looked like without their veils
and what clothes they might wear if they were not nuns.

The Fetish Doll
My fetish figure is bedecked in a black ragged robe and covered in a head veil
festooned with painted trinkets. The facial features of the base doll have been replaced
with a rriirror framed by white painted cloth. Holding aflesh-paintedlantern toward the
viewer this free-standing fetish doll in its anonymous shrouded attire represents a
persona of mystery and intrigue.

Tarot Card
Overtly m y tarot figure stands as a contemporary icon of the sexual and religious roles
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of w o m e n w h o for either religious or societal reasons wear a veil. The name Purdah is
Persian meaning curtain or barrier and is taken from the custom of some Eastern and
Middle Eastern countries where w o m e n are segregated by the wearing of a veil to hide
their head and part of their faces from the sight of m e n or strangers. Personal
interpretation of m y tarot image reveals a curiosity the veil evoked in m e as a child upon
visiting Denise in the convent. Its ability to m a k e individuals anonymous and
mysterious relates m y unexpressed sorrow that those years Denise spent in the convent
were years that I felt she was not an accessible part of m y life.
Roles of Women
The Christian taking of the veil means that a woman renounces a world where sexual
identity, material pursuits and individual career aspirations or marriage are forsaken to
enter religious life. According to Andrea Dworkin's research religious convents in
France during the eighteenth century became a social prison for some of the 2,000 or
more w o m e n whose lives had been ruined by the disfiguration caused by small-pox.
Unsightly female children were sequestered in the obscurity of the cloister by their
parents because the scars of disease made them ill-favoured w o m a n for marriage
selection.1 Such w o m e n in veils became what Susan Brownmiller described as a
mummified caste whose sexuality was hidden so it could not threaten the social order of
men. 2
The general practice of purdah, which secludes w o m e n from the public world,
expresses a c o m m o n purpose, which Carol Tavris and Carole W a d e explain as a need
by m e n to protect their honour by awarding a women's chastity. Throughout many
Islamic cultures ofthe Middle East and India, various versions of purdah are practiced.
W h e n the Ayatollah Khomeini took power in Iran, one of hisfirstacts which signaled
the n e w regime's return to religious fundamentalism, was to restore a dress code for
w o m e n . D u e to a general protest by w o m e n the strict observance of purdah was
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modified for w o m e n w h o work to modest dress that exposed no part of the body or
scalp hair.3
Veils are, as Susan Brownmiller described, a worldwide symbol of mysterious
feminine sexuality which have become embroidered into traditions such as the unveiling
of the bride at the close of the wedding ceremony to announce traditionally lawful
permission to deflower the virgin within the sanctified union of marriage, whereas the
once traditional black veil and attire of the widow signified the passing of the active
phase of her sexual existence. Through these traditions runs a history of using the veil
as a shroud of silence, anonymity and the restriction of w o m e n from the world of
men. 4
*• Andrea Dworkin, "Objects", Pornography - Men Possessing Women, The Women's Press, London, 1981,
p. 118.
2p

Susan Brownmiller, "Clothes", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 97.

3<

Carol Tavris & Carole Wade, "The Origins of Roles and Rituals: The Anthropological Perspective", The

Longest War, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Orlando, Florida, 1984, p. 298.
4-

Susan Brownmiller, "Clothes", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 96.
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TITLE: W A R P A I N T
D E S C R I P T I O N : fetish doll construct.
SIZE: width 26cm X depth 23cm X height 68cm
D A T E : 1987
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M : acrylic paint, oil paint.
M I X E D M E D I A : raffia fibre, small doll's head, compact mirrors, cosmetic
containers, perfume bottles, junk jewellery, bones, feathers, small balsa wood pole,
ragged strips of canvas and, wool and cotton gaberdine.
C O N S T R U C T B A S E : plastic doll wired to plastic and wood stand.
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WARPAINT

One of Denise's final requests was that particular parts of her body, where cancerou
tumours had developed, should be donated towards cancer research if required.
Apparently each cancerous tumour is different and research carried out on donated
organs and body parts can help medical researchfinda way to help other people in their
war against the disease.
The Fetish Doll

With this doll I took the idea of fetishising body parts together with that of adding
protective amulets to a fetish doll to make a doll that went to war on its o w n body with
tools and talismans of protection. The robe of m y doll is embalmed with a ragged robe
that has cosmetics, perfume bottles, parts of animal and bird remains, and small trinkets
knotted into it The yellow and black stripped head piece and tattered robe is coloured to
warn of danger. The face has a mirror to reflect danger back upon itself. O n e arm
carries a shield made of a coloured cosmetic compact for shadowing the eyes, while the
other holds up a defending wand impaled with the head of a doll.
Tarot Card
A s a magical conjurer in m y story of the Roles of W o m e n this fetish represents the chic
image of the over-cosmetically enhanced "femme fatale". A s a tarot image it refers
direcdy to the cosmetic demands required of w o m e n in our society. Interpretation of m y
tribal fetish as a tarot image reveals the hidden metaphor of not the conjurer, but rather
the witchdoctor or medicine man. This tarot fetish makes particular reference to the
request by doctors for Denise to donate her eye for research. The secondary tumour
behind Denise's eye was unusual and as such its donation for research might, at least,
contribute to research allowing the possibility of less pain for others in their final days.
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Roles of W o m e n

The term "war paint" conjures up not only an image of a painted tribal warrior but also
that of overly cosmetically made up women on the prowl to attract the sexual attention

of men in the ritual posturing of the sexes. Susan Brownmiller wrote that face painting

was once mainly a practical tool for the actor and the whore. Since cosmetics served to
enhance both sexual difference and the notion of theatrical fantasy, the whores of

ancient Greece borrowed from the theatre the art of cosmetic application for their 'st
corner' performance of erotic attraction and gaiety. The term 'painted women' was
given its shameful overtones by Puritan moralists in Elizabethan England because

Christianity opposed the brothel, the theatre and cosmetics often treating the three a

they were one composite evil. As cosmetics traditionally became associated with sexual
allurement they gradually became an important tool of feminine enhancement for
women in general.1
*• Susan Brownmiller, "Skin", Femininity, Linden Press / Simon & Schuster, New York, 1984, p. 160-161.
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SECTION THREE

EXPRESSING

14 Introduction Bed-Heads
15

Beyond

The bed-heads are presented in the third section because they symbolise the culmi
of the grieving process merging the overt imagery and hidden agenda towards a point
where, I believe, the works would have related only the personal covert content if they
had been separated from the rest of the exhibited paintings.
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Chapter 14

BED-HEADS

The closing weeks of Denise's life saw her mostly bed ridden. Her desire to spend he
last weeks in her h o m e rather than in a hospital was made possible because her main
medical requirements were pain killing drugs, oxygen, and a twenty four hour a day
nurse. Doctors usually m a d e their calls on their way to hospital and visitors constantly
dropped by to see her. Friends and relatives kept Denise company during her last
weeks within the comfort of her home, while the family emotionally supported her
through each day.

The Bed-Heads

After she died the ghosts of her memory lingered in the dreams and conscious realit
those w h o were close to her during those final weeks. The grieving process seems to
involve the expression of memories. The bed-heads try to distinguish those memories
as objects associated with the deceased, after death occurrences, and dreams which
relate to the departed being present.

Dishes and Dolls began when I accepted ownership of Denise's crockery from her
estate. I treat those dishes with the respect of a loan from her. I use them constantly and
associate them with the m a n y memories ofthe dinner parties and occasions they were
used for while she was alive. In becoming objects within m y life's daily routine they
serve as a constant reminder of her presence in m y memories.

Fishnet found its creation as a result of overcoming a personal phobia that prevent
m y swimming. The m e m o r y of Denise's spirit during life acted as some sort of mental
talisman of protection against the personal fears that had once prevented m e enjoying a
part of life which beckoned.
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Ananke. resulted from listening to m y brother James relate a dream he had soon after
Denise's death where he met her at a station and spoke with her about the afterlife.

This haunting or 'shadow' in which memories find a passage into conscious
communication m a y be an attempt by the unconscious to reconcile one's feelings of
loss. The ghosts in memories attached themselves to objects, visit in dreams, and even
help heal a weakness in the psyche caused by fear.

The bed-heads become a stage beyond the fetish dolls, they become fetish objects.
They take memories and m a k e them into objects of reference. The spirit of memory in
objects, dreams and memorabilia is objectified within these bed-head fetishes.
Conceptually the object becomes synonymous with those unearthed artefacts from
archaeological diggings in that the unearthing of associations prompts the unconscious
to preciously preserve precious memories by a sort of conscious reconstitution.
Tarot Card

The bed heads are presented in the third section because they symbolise the closing
phase of m y sister's life and the last memories I have of Denise's life. M y grieving
process is subliminally expressed through m y revisiting memories. A s tarot cards the
bed-heads serve to mediate a reconciliation with the ghosts that came to haunt m y
grieving by focusing them into visual metaphors that had disguised themselves beneath
the surface story of the Roles of W o m e n .

Roles of Women
Any perceived role of women as sexual victims, prisoners or masochists represents
their sexual objectification in relation to male sexuality. This is because marriage once
m a d e a w o m a n legally the chattel property of a man, Dishes and Dolls depicts marriage
as a prison. Domestic violence can incorporate sexual violation which involves female
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children. Fishnet blatantly focuses its image on the role of w o m e n in prostitution. The
sexual abuse of, and the types of sexual servicing by certain groups of w o m e n in our
society today manifests itself in the subject of m y bed-heads as a result of the negative
preconceived notions of the sex and role divisions of w o m e n by men. Ananke openly
speaks of the psychological bondage of the victim's negative self-assessment.
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Chapter 15

BEYOND

In this chapter I close my paintings with three bed-head constructs marking the mome
of leaving Denise's death behind and taking the memory of her life into the future. The
works discribe three different roles of w o m e n to encapsulate the essence of m y story,
Roles of W o m e n .

Dishes and Dolls divides up Denise's belongings and leaves me with a daily memory of
her life, whilst describing the traditional role of w o m e n in relation to the traditional
power of men.

Fishnet takes a piece of the past into the future and leaves a past fear behind, whi
examining the role of w o m e n within the power structures surrounding sex.
Ananke sees a fleeting image in a dream where a final farewell takes place, whilst
looking at the politics of use and abuse.

TITLE: DISHES and D O L L S
D E S C R I P T I O N : bed head fetish construct.
SIZE: width 97cm X height 92cm
DATE: 1986-1987
PAINTING MEDIUM: acrylic paint, oil paint, damar varnish.

MLXED MEDIA: broken plates, plastic dolls, miniature porcelain masks, cosmetic
containers, perfume bottles, compact mirror, shells, bones, wood and metal chips, junk
jewellery, metal buckles, canvas ragged strips.
C O N S T R U C T B A S E : wooden bed head board.
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DISHES & DOLLS
W h e n Denise's belongings were divided amongst family andfriendsI inherited among
other things her crockery. U p o n Kathy's insistence that "Denise would have liked you
to have it", I reluctantly took the crockery I practically needed. Since I had not been
good at keeping crockery in one piece, the thought of having Denise's beautiful dinner
service burdened m e with the thought that I might break some of it and lose the memory
of her association.
I recall arriving back at my apartment with Denise's dinner service and making up my
mind never to break it and to utilise it in everyday use. I smashed the cheap make-do
mismatched crockery I owned into little pieces with a hammer and placed them in a box
for use in m y work. Denise's dinner service n o w took pride of place in the cupboard
and was placed ready for constant use. T o this day not one piece of Denise's crockery
has ever been broken, even though in constant use. It exists as a reminder of all those
times she used it, of the family gatherings of birthdays and special occasions at her
home, and of the dinner parties of hers which I attended. I cannot help feeling that she
is helping m e look after her crockery by staying in m y memory.
The Bed-Head

The old mismatched crockery I deliberately smashed and replaced with Denise's dinner
service was used for the encrusted covering of this work titled Dishes and Dolls. Its
bed board base is of a vertical slated w o o d type and was used because of its
imprisoning reference. O n e of its vertical 'bars' was missing and I replaced it with a
totem pole m a d e of a doll and doll limbs. Between the slats I vertically stretched thin
ragged strips of canvas to which small pieces of bone, shell and trinket jewellery were
knotted. The encrusted slats were painted a bright coloured coral flesh and the vertical
loom of ragged fabric painted blood red. Along the bottom ledge of the bed-head sits,
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as u on a shelf, a row of cosmetic and perfume containers. In the middle of the head
board amongst the painted plate piece is a round mirror from a cosmetic compact that
stares out of the bed-head like a cyclopean eye.
Tarot Card

My tarot image projects itself as an icon to the slave of the washing-up dishes an
obviously meant to convey the domestic chattel status some w o m e n find themselves
feeling condemned to within marriage. Covertly the dishes celebrate the sentimental
attachments to objects which relate to memories. A s precious as a china doll, Denise's
porcelain dishes have not been broken, only utilised and acknowledged as part of the
past.
Roles of Women
Male chattel property, as Andrea Dworkin related, was often thought of before and
during medieval history in terms of movable property consisting of cattle, concubines,
wives, off-spring, slaves, beasts of burden and domesticated animals. Although
married w o m e n do not occupy the same status as cattle any more, the equal status of
w o m e n with m e n has been arrived at after a long road through time. Throughout most
of the nineteenth century in the U S A and England, and presumably in other Western
countries like Australia and N e w Zealand, married w o m e n were considered, as Andrea
Dworkin further argued,economic chattels. Married w o m e n were only allowed to own
property in these countries toward the end of the nineteenth century and into the first
decades of the twentieth century. Traditionally a w o m a n went from the financial care of
her father's family into the financial care of her husband. B y contrast to male status, a
woman's was one of domesticfinancialdependence upon men. 1

*• Andrea Dworkin, "Objects"pornography, Men Possessing Women, The Women's Press, London, 1981, p. 102-103
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TITLE: FISHNET
DESCRIPTION: bed head fetish construct.
SIZE: width 153cm X height 124cm
D A T E : 1987
P A I N T I N G M E D I U M : oil paint

MIXED MEDIA: garter belts, pantyhose, stockings, lady's one-piece swim-sui
wool strands, cosmetic containers, perfume bottles.
C O N S T R U C T B A S E : wooden bed head board.
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FISHNET
Denise loved both swimming and fishing. One of my earliest memories of Denise was
during atime,before she entered the convent, when m y family rented a holiday cottage
at T o o w o o n Bay on the central coast. Although I was probably only three years of age I
remember during one of those holidays, Denise walking m e along to the jetty with a
fishing rod over her shoulder and basket in hand, singing "Put another nickel in...".
Years later, after Denise left the convent, she would often disappear during holidays
and at weekends in summer to go fishing. Sometimes I went with her, for although I
do not fish, w e both loved the hypnotic presence of large bodies of water.
Pn hot afternoons in summer, on her way home from college, Denise could often be
found doing laps at the B o y Charlton pool at Woolloomooloo. I often wished that I
could swim as the water would beckon m e to indulge m y bodyfreelywithin its beauty
but each time I ventured into water deeper than m y waist, fear would engulf me.
Finding that swimsuit marked a place in time where I chose to overcome m y fear and
commence the swimming lessons that allowed m e not only to swim competently but to
take up sailing.

The Bed-Head
This painting began when I found Denise's old swimming costume. The swimsuit
reminded m e of h o w Denise loved the water and I decided to use it as the central image
of this bed-head. I attached its empty torso with a garter belt and stockings to a double
bed-head and hung it in the gap created between the carved head board and its
supporting legs. Around the swimsuit I meticulously cris-crossed wool into a uneven
fish-net pattern and adorned the head board with rope, feminine underwear and
perfume bottles. I painted the entire construct with layer upon layer of different colours
until a final coat of paynes grey allowed sufficient contrast for the m a n y colours
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underneath to breathe through m y brushstrokes.
Tarot C a r d

My tarot card symbol is not only an unidentified female torso but also Denise's
swimsuit. It is deliberately similar in concept to the illustration that graces the cover of
Germaine Greer's book The Female Eunuch where a naked female torso hangs like a
swimsuit. Whereas the illustration clearly presents a woman's torso as a sexual
commodity, Fishnet goes beyond an obvious reference to prostitution and into the
realm of covert expression. Its title figures not only reference to the fish-net stockings
that stereotype the dress code of the street prostitute, but also the catching and
containing of a subconscious fear. Within the recesses of m y subconscious, m y
m e m o r y of times spent watching Denisefish,wishing I could overcome m y fear of
water, were brought to the surface and realised after I found Denise's swimsuit.

Roles of Women
Prostitution has been traditionally, but not exclusively, associated with the selling of
female sex to a male client The other manifestations of prostitution usually also include
the sale of sex to a male client. The overt image used for m y story of the Role of
W o m e n concerns the notion of w o m e n as sexual objects. In the prostitution industry a
woman's body becomes a commodity to sell as an anonymous sexual toy for the
gratification of men.

TITLE: A N A N K E
DESCRIPTION: bed head fetish construct
SIZE: width 94cm X height 109cm
DATE: 1986-1987
PAINTING MEDIUM: acrylic paint, oil paint, dammar varnish.

MIXED MEDIA: plastic dolls, brushwood, toy locomotive, ragged canvas strip
leather and metal studded leather strips, metal chains.
C O N S T R U C T B A S E : wooden bed head board enclosed at base, hessian backing.
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ANANKE
Soon after Denise's death m y brother James had a dream where he was at a station
changing trains. A m i d the crowd of people bustling across the platform he saw Denise.
H e called and caught up with her and asked h o w she was feeling and what was life like
after death. She replied matter of factly that things were just the same and she was
really busy and on her w a y to another meeting. Taken aback James said to her that he
thought with death her hectic schedule would have at least slowed down. She assured
James that despite being on too m a n y committees everything was fine and she was
really enjoying herself. Denise then disappeared into the crowd towards an outgoing
train saying that she must go because she was running late.
His dream reminded me of the evening soon after I returned from New York when we
sat on the fence outside Denise's house and spoke about our concern at what was
happening to her. James related h o w after Denise's mastectomy he thought that she
might cut d o w n her workload by taking his advice and at least resigning from various
committees. H e recalled h o w Denise had gradually begun to resume the activities and
responsibilities of her previous hectic life and partly blamed its continuing stresses
upon her for the disease she was n o w unsuccessfully fighting against.

The Bed-Head
This bed head with its enclosing vertical slats becomes the bars of a prison wherein a
dark forestflourishes.T w o baby dolls sit together incarcerated by chain and leather
neck, arm and leg collars, while another more adolescent doll runs away from them
while a toy locomotive sits at the bottom right looking as though it is about to m o v e
along the track that passes through the threatening image of night forest created by
brushwood branches.
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Tarot Card

The bondage nature and title of my tarot card was inspired by reading Lyn Cowan's
book

Masochism: A Junpan Vie.w in which she relates how Plato described from

Greek myth the Throne of the Goddess Ananke as the passing point for all souls

entering the world. It is further within this myth that the goddess of Necessity re
on this throne and in conjunction with the three goddesses of Fate determine one's
entrance into the world. Fate becomes one's necessity, and necessity becomes one's

fate. Since our bodies seem to have their own necessities that possess and bind the
the world, Ananke's own emblems are those associated with human bondage. Leather

and metal collars, chains, ropes, handcuffs, scarves, necklaces and belts of bondage
come to represent Ananke's images of the inescapable.1
Roles of Women

Across the road from where I live is Sydney's Kings Cross Fitzroy gardens, a park

often inhabited by the demimonde and society's outcasts. The train arriving at King
Cross station inevitably disgorges these children, the bumt-out victims of neglect
abuse from the suburbs into what they perceive is a paradise alternative to family
violence, often involving incest, bashings, alcoholism, and emotional deprivation.

During a televised '60 Minutes' interview where a young girl living off prostitutio
Kings Cross spoke about her sexually abused background and of her 'escape' by

supporting herself as a child prostitute. She related how an older man looked after
fed her, clothed her and arranged her earning of money through sex. Her opinion was

that at least she was getting payment which allowed her some personal control, in th
form of independence and security, over her situation.2
*• Lyn Cowan, Masochism, A Jungian View, . p. 116-117.
2

- 60 Minutes, televised in Sydney at 7.30 pm, Sunday, November 10, 1991.
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Chapter 16

CONCLUSION

Within this thesis I catalogued selected paintings, fetish dolls and bed-heads to pre
the relation of each image to the driving force which covertly motivated their creation.
These images form m y story of the Role of W o m e n . B y making the parts of m y story
visual metaphors, which I called tarot card images, I constructed a psychological screen
on which I projected memories of Denise. Within the hidden confines of m y denoted
subject I was able to express m y anger, sadness and nostalgia about the excision of
Denise's presence from m y life. Her shocking but clinically time-tabled death had thrust
from deep within m e a need to undertake m y o w n form of personal psychotherapy.
The membrane between formulated content and personal content was mediated by my
concept of image as tarot card. Since m y chosen subject Roles of W o m e n served as a
psychological buffer through which I expressed and confronted m y grief, the
expressive nature of m y work made such impersonal content seem intimate.
The paintings for Roles of Women became the trap doors through which I released my
memories of Denise. The fetish dolls became for m e a personification of those
memories and the bed-heads a predication that allowed m e to put to rest those memories
in a refuge within m y subconscious divesting them of personal fear and guilt which
once attached to them. A s tarot cards these paintings and objects afforded m e a passage
through m y grieving process without the otherwise traumatic censoring of expression
which might have occurred.
I think images that are designated by the term 'Art' are not decoration alone or literal
translations of the sighted world, nor are they only the forms arranged from concepts
that flow from aesthetic theories or even political stances. I believe 'Art' to contain the
aesthetic based expression of an individual's driving animus. I take it as true that the
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image maker as 'Artist' speaks in a language that derives from the subconscious self
which in turn devolves from the unconscious sea of human related experiences. That
language which is inflected by personal experience and socially imprinted information

see as the literal translation of imagery and connecting with a shared understanding o
Zeitgeist similar to what Carl Jung termed as the the collective unconscious.
The audience which views a work of art may assess its aesthetic merit, dissect
laboriously the elements of its presented image, or may even venture further and
seek to interpret the metaphor informs the image. The artist, I think, deploys a
instinctive expression via outward subject in the creative process of image making.
Were this not so an image with only a surface content would be devoid of any
power (to move masses of people) beyond a limited audience conditioned to
interpret the jargon of a narrow "movement" or trace the plodding academic advance
of a particular "school".
As a document this thesis seeks to give a working artist's tentative verbal gloss to
the allusions of my imagery and marry my expression to the overt subject Roles of
Women. In doing this, my writing suggests the psychology behind my image
making process. In this narrative analysis I conclude that the artistic image making
process pertains essentially to the personal and cannot be isolated from genuine
expression by an imposed content. Apparent content serves as a vehicle, for the
artist, through which the personal will find reverberations.

I submit that the public face of any work of art in the long run will prove ineffectua

and effete if it loses it nexus with deeply felt personal concerns, or fails to tap in
common undercurrent of shared human experience. Hopefully I have done both.
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